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BUMMARY
The thesis begins with an aocount of the behaviour of 
molecules on electron impact, and explains how bond 
dissociation energies iay be deduced from a"study ofIioni&atlon proceeds. ■
The experimental work whs carried out with a fiass 
spectrometer designed and built for the p u r p o s e a -  full 
de^cfiptloh ef this instrument is provided^ together with 
an account of the prob%#ls which.mroee dwlng its'const;6'uo* 
tioh and development.» and the performance of which it was 
ultimately capable*/
After the reliability Of the instrument had been tested 
by investigating, some simple ionisation processes, it was 
used to study : the formation of ben%yl ions from a number of 
related aromatic compounds# When the appearance poténtihla 
obtained in this way are combined with the ionihation 
potential of the benzyl radical (which is the subjedt of a 
Separate and 'direct determination), it is possible''to''maki 
provisional estimates of the ben&yl4% bond energy ih dibenzyl, 
ben&yl chloride» and benzyl iodide* The derived value of 
B(;phOHg-#GHg)fh), is used to, verify azwarc^O value ' of 79*5 kcal 
for B(PhOHg^H)#,. From this quantity, the following bond 
energies may be deduced thermoohemically:^ D îPhG#g?GB^h)  ^
45+5 kcal;/
45$5 kcal; D ( m o % ^ C ^  • kcal; D(PW%mph) # 74>4tS 
koal», D(Ph0a^ w,%.) # 56*04^ kcal; D(PhmgvOl) # e^±A koal*
The last two values are confirmed by the direct electron 
impact data# Lastly, an indirect estimate of X(Ph) #
9»7 eV is based on a measurement of the appearance potential 
of this radical from benzene % and a thermo çhémi cal value 
for D(Ph#H)^(
The thesis ends with a description of how the instrument 
was modified by the inclusion Of a reactor furnace in order 
to study the mechanisms of thermal decomposition reactions#
Results are included &f a- brief experiment involving thé'■ ...
pyrolysis of benzyl iodide carried out by this means*
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PART I
THE PRIHGIPDSS ÜHDffiLYIHG ffill DSDSSMIKATIOE OF 
BOM) DISSOCIATION MSEOIBB BY Till METHOD Of
KTiW
IMHODÜQTIQM
Heactivity is a fimdmiental interest of the ohemist*
After oharaoterisatlonv j each new oompouncL is examined with 
a view to understanding its behaviour in different environ-^  
ments, and this knowledge can be gained only by a study of 
dynamic as well as static systems, Even in the most simple 
oases, the experimental problems posed by the former type are 
the more difficult, and for this reason the complete 
investigation of the functioning of a living cell, ?/hose 
metabolism consists of a complex balance of labile materials, 
is a problem which will.tax all his available resources for 
many years*
A chemical change can be defined by the stoichiometry of 
the products and reactants, and its practicability assessed 
from their bulk properties* Hovmver, classical thermodynamics 
is unable to predict the rate of a permissible process, and this 
vital infor^iation must be sought elsewhere* A full appreciation 
of chemical reactivity requires a knoy/ledge of mole ou], ar 
structure, and the mechanism of the change must be approached 
in terms of structural alterations governed by considerations 
of geometrical factors and fields of force* The geometry of 
molecules has been studied with increasing precision for 
several decades and stereochemistry now contains a large body 
of accurate data. By contrast, although thermochemistry 
could/
could supply precise information about the energy 
differences between initial and final states, little was 
knovm until recently of the energy required to extend or 
rupture individual links * Since chemical reactions occur 
by the breaking and making of bonds, a knowledge of these 
factors is of fundamental.interest*
The practical determination of bond dissociation energies 
may be carried out in various ways* In a few cases the 
equilibrium between a molecule and its dissociated products 
can be studied over a range of temperatures and a heat of 
dissociation deduced* More often, dissociation is induced 
by the application of energy in a controlled way.
The use of the energy of light has allowed very accurate
values of the dissociation energy of diatomic molecules to
%be deduced from molecular spectra* Occasionally, difficulties 
in the interpretation of a spectrum have resulted in a number 
of equally plausible values being produced, each of which is 
known to a high degree of precision, as in the case of carbon 
monoxide* Unfortunately.the spectra of polyatomic molecules 
are too complex for reliable values of bond dissociation 
energies to be deduced*
In gas phase reactions, energy is supplied to the 
participants by molecular collisions, and the first step is 
often the dissociation of a weak bond*. In kinetic work an 
attempt/
attempt Is made to arrange conditions sO that this process 
is the rate determining step, in which case the activation 
energy- deduced from the kinetic data may be identified mdth 
the energy required to break the bond. In spite of the 
experimental difficulties the field,has proved a fruitful 
one,and many data concerning bond dissociation energies 
have been deduced in this way.
Energy may be supplied to molecules in the gas phase by 
bombardment with electrons of controlled energy, and this 
direct and versatile te clinique forms the subject of the work 
described in this thesis.
A research team in St. Andrews has been engaged on a 
study of the behaviour of a variety of compounds during thermal 
decomposition# by the chemical kinetic method, and the choice 
of substances in the studies of the author was determined » in 
part, by a desire to supplement existing data on these 
pounds using an alternative technique* At the beginning of 
this work, no electron impact data were available for these 
molecules except for an early study of benzene (1) and some 
measurements of ionization potentials. During the course 
of the investigation several papers appeared dealing with the 
application of electron impact methods to various aromatic 
molecules, but some of the results were difficult to correlate 
with each other, and with existing thermal data.
An/
An effective study of the products of electron impact 
on polyatomic molecules requires some form of mass analyser, 
and a mass spectrometer is ideal in this respect* Although 
no electron impact work had been attempted previously in 
St* Andrews» a mass spectrometer had already been constructed^ 
but it was adjudged unsuitable for this investigation. This 
thesis therefore contains details of the instrument v/hich v/as 
designed and built by the author for this purpose#
In principle, the determination of ionization and 
appearance potentials by a mass spectrometer is not a very 
involved process, but in practice there arise a number of 
serious complications. Borne of these factors are instrumental 
while others are peculiar to the substance under investigation. 
Most determinations have been made with one of a vary few 
models of comiercial instruments, the users of which have had 
the benefit of a wide range of manufacturers ^ operating 
experience# Since there are many points in mass spectrometry 
where optimum Instrumental behaviour has been achieved s®ni-» 
empirically, it is desirable to have these fundamental 
molecular quantities determined on Instruments which are not 
identical* Even the small departures from conventional 
design which were made in our Instrument resulted in con#- 
siderable time being spent on preliminary adjustments and 
modifications. It was gratifying to find, as shorn later, 
that/
that in the oase of the inert gases> and some organic compounds 
Where difficulties peculiar to the substance do not arise, ’ 
the derived ionization potentials are in good agreement with 
those of other workers and with spectroscopic values. On 
the other hand the author has to conclude that the ionization 
and fragmentation processes are not simple in the case of 
other organic compounds» and unfortunately for the applicability 
of the method, this opinion is growing in recent publications 
on the technique*
THE lOHIZATIQN OF MOLECULES BY aiOTHQH IMPACT
A given molecule can possess electronic, vibrational, 
rotational and translational energies| the first three are 
quantised. Excitation by irradiation, or by collision 
with a high energy particle may induce permitted transitions 
between these quantised energy levels, which, may be 
acccmpanied by a change in the kinetic energy of the systmi.
The internal energy of a molecule is defined chiefly by its 
electronic state, while the vibrational and rotational levels 
provide decreasing’contributions. Only certain transitions 
are likely to occur, in accordance with the Franck-Gondon 
principle that vertical excitation has maximum probability.
The rule implies that the time for a transition is small in 
comparison with the period of vibration»: and was formulated 
to/
EIGDSE 2.
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Potential energy diagraaL f or a diatomic molecule.
to explain, piiotooliemical dissociation (8) (0)# It vi?a.s soon 
extended to Include excitât ion by electron impact (4) *
Ihe possible situations which may exist during the 
bombardment of a diatomic'molecule by an electron are shovm 
in Figé B# the lowest curve X is the potential energy 
diagram for the molecule A*# in the ground state,' while the 
behaviour of the ionized molecule is represented by curve II. 
She permitted levels of vibrational energy are shown in each 
case, and atiroom temperature most molecules are in the 
ground state. Gradual addition of energy to the molecule by 
means of low energy.collisions excites each vibrational level 
in turn until the oonyergenoe .limit is reached when 
dissociation occursi  This is the Mechanism of thermal
décomposition; Transitions to. higher electronic states 
result from collision with energetic particles $ such as 
electrons^ suitably accelerated* Typical examples are.shown 
in the diagram and their relative probabilities are governed 
by the appropriate eigen#funetione (curve XY) for thé 
molecule in the ground state* The oonae^uenGes; of the 
respective transitions depend on the relative positions of 
the two curves* Thus (a) represents the ionization potential 
of the molobule (b) is a transition in energy, greater
than by several vibrational energy terms, while (o)
corresponds to the appearance potential of the ion A, Ideally, 
the sensitivity/
- 8 *
sensxtivîtj?* of the equipment should be great enough to 
detect transitions between the two ground vibrational states, 
but if'the probability of this process is low, a more likely 
transition such as (b) may represent the limit of response.
In this case the vertical ionization potential derived from 
the electron impact experiment vAll differ from the adiabatic 
ionization potential obtained from convergence limits in 
spectra* Claims have been made that significant differences 
have been observed in practice (5) (6), Some excited states 
may be unstable (curve III) in which the forces between the 
constituent atoms are always mutually repulsive* Aliy 
transition to such a state (d) would result in immediate 
dissociation,
Excitation of polyatomic molecules causes the perturbation 
of complex vibrational degrees of freedom, which results in 
the production of a variety of fragments whose abundance is 
determined by the shape of the appropriate potential energy 
surface. In such cases, the time which elapses prior to 
dissociation may increase sufficiently for hydrogen transfer 
to occur. Thus the principal fragment of butyric acid has 
been proved to be GH^CDOH’*' (7)*
Electron impact phenomena may be classified into various 
t y p e s : " , '
+  e  B e /
#9^
A"^  4*- B *■♦• ' Bo 
A^ + B 4 o
A  -f* B
Hone of the first three proeeeees is suhjeot to a rigid energy 
restriction^ any excess kinetic energy being disposed of by 
the electron. On the other hand* the last example is one 
of resonance capture# and occurs at a sharply defined electron 
energy*
Since the formation of an ion may take place in a number 
of different v/ays which are accompanied by dissimilar changes 
in energy, it is necessary to identify all the products If an 
unequivocal value for the bond energy is to be deduced#
Negative ion formation is unimportant in electron Impact
work on most hydrocarbon compounds*"as its occurrence is 
usually confined to molecules containing many electronegative 
atoms. Thus although carbon tetrachloride dissociates to 
001^4 Ol^ * methyl iodide yields 011^  4- I. On the other hand 
a positive ion may arise 'by either of two prpceases of 
differing endothermloity* and these must be distinguished 
from one another# Methane may yield the methylene radical 
ion in either of the following wayss (,(8)
GEÏg + Hg +- 0 4(0%) A 15.3 @»T.
OHg + SH + s A(OH^) * 20.1 e.V.
TES BLBGTHON BCPAGT MBTHOB
The basic operation consists of the ionization of an 
injected stream of molecules by a collimated electron beam 
whose energy is closely controlled* The resulting ions 
are removed from the ionization chamber and accelerated 
through several kilovolts to minimise the effects of ine-* , 
qualities in initial energy# They are identified according 
to their e/m ratio by the action of a magnetic field* and 
estimated quantitatively by some form of Gleotronio detector. 
The ionization efficiency curve is determined by observing 
the change in ion ourrent;4Æiioh results when the electron 
energy is .varied* and the appearance potential of the ion is 
deduced from this curve by a- suitable extrapolation 
procedure.
IONIZATION gFIGXIMOY OnEYEB •
The ^ shape of a typical appearance potential curve is shown 
in Big 3. Above the threshold voltage, the linear portion 
BO shows the dependence of ioniz&tion cross section on the 
electron energy. The foot of the curve DB Is essentially 
logarithmic in character and in part is due to the thermal 
energy spread of the electron beam. At high eollisional 
energies, the efficiency ht the ionization process reaches 
a maximum and the curve levels off.
FIGURE 5
Fig. 5.
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Methods of extrapolating I..E# curves.
(a) Linear extrapolation (d) Honig*s critical slope
(h) Initial upward break (e) Empirical treatment of
(c) Warren's method semi-log plot.
Several theories have bean put forward to aooount for 
the shape of the lower parts of these ourves, which have met 
with varying degrees of experimental support* Robertson (9) 
assumes that the ionisation probability is proportional to 
the difference between the electron energy and the ionisiation 
potential/ whereas Honlg (b) finds that the b%vlwo of this 
parameter is. in better accord with experimental data^ for 
energies near the threshold voltage.
Other factors contribute to the overall shape of the 
curve, Kinetic energy possessed by the ion, other 
transitional processes, vibrational and rotational fine 
structure all affect the experimental relation* Oldenberg
(10) and Morrison (11) have included a structural factor in 
the excitation function, while Long & Horrish (IS) point out 
that it would be surprising if inelastic opillsions produced 
unexcited fragments from large molecules, and that in any case 
there will he an energy corresponding to a change in the 
atomic arrangement between the parent molecule and the ion* 
Normal techniques are not sufficiently sensitive to 
detect a fine structure, although this difficulty has been 
surmounted by two workers using suitable refinements*
Morrison measures the second differential of the ion current- 
voltage relation, and has used this function to study various 
kinds of excitation (IS) (14), A different approach to the 
problem/
—problem has,been made by Fox et al who have designed a most 
ingenious source which eliminates.the effect of potential 
gradients in the ionization chamber by a pulse technique, 
and also the curvature due to the thermal energy of the 
electrons* (15) (jl6)* The ionization efficienoy curves of 
the rare gases have been shown to.be essentially linear* but 
the correaponding relation for a more complex molecule ouch 
as benzene retains considerable curvature*
THE MALmTKM OF APPmRANOE P0TWI.AL8 m m  IQHXa/^TION
EFFIGIMQY QUOTES*
For reasons outlined in Part 4, these measurements are 
made with reference to a calibrating gas which serves to 
fix the voltage scale* The appearance potential of the ion 
is determined by adding the extrapolated voltage difference 
to the ionization potential of the standard* The rare gases 
are used widely for this purpose* Several methods of 
manipulating these curves have been suggested by different 
workers and have been applied with varying degrees of success, 
the principal methods being illustrated in Fig*3.
Linear extrapolation (17) seeks to avoid the uncertainty 
associated with the foot of the curve by relying entirely on 
the well-defined linear portion of the curve* Simple cases 
such as those of the rare gases may be analysed occasionally 
by/
'*13,
by tills methodi hut in moat inataxioaa the derived energy 
terms have no obvious aigniticanoe*
In the method of initial upward breaks & the linear parts 
of the curve are first of all made parallel by suitable 
adjustment of the intensity axis, (for which there is no 
theoretical Justification} and are extrapolated by eye to 
zero ion current * Since measurements at high sensitivity
(11) confirm that ionization efficiency curves approach 
the voltage axis asymptotiaally, the treatment is liable 
to subjective errors# although Stevenson has shovm that in 
the hands of an experienced operator it is capable of yielding 
self-consistent results (18)*
The treatment known as critical slope (5) springs from 
the theory which Honig developed to account for the 
exponential nature of the foot of the curve# It entails the 
construction of a tangent of prescribed slope which is 
produced to give on intercept on the voltage axis # It is
debatable whether the accuracy of the results is comparable 
with their consistency, since the underlying theory has not 
been fully established# - '
In Warrants method (19) the slopes are adjusted for 
parallelism, after which the voltage differences corresponding 
to decreasing ion currents are plotted as a function of these 
ourrents#/
*14',
currentsi The procedure is jOmpirioal but gives good results 
whenever the curvature of the two tails Is similar* Xfethe 
curvature is very great, replotting the ourves on an expanded 
voltage scale may bring to light the onset 6f an iohizetion 
process (BO)#
Another empirical method has been described by Lessing 
(Bl) (EB) which bears a resemblance to that of Warren# The. 
results are plotted on semi-log paper giving a aeries of 
nearly parallel lines when the plots are restricted to ion 
currents below 1^ of the value corresponding to 60 e*V#, and 
are finally extrapolated by Warrant a method * The result 
is corrected from, a calibration curve for the instrument 
based on its performance with gases of knov&iionization 
potential*
While investigating Honigfs method, Morrison showed that
comparable results were obtained by measurement of the 
separation of the smi-log plots at the end of the linear 
portion. (11) # This is in keeping with the earlier claim by 
Lessing that the voltage difference corresponding to ion 
currents 1^ 5 of thèse at 60 e*V*, is itself adequate when 
measuring the ionization potentials of the rare gases (15)#
In (B4) an attempt to derive the true ionization efficiency 
curve depends on a mathematical treatment of the experimental 
results to remove the effects of thermal energy spread *
In the case of curves corresponding to ions of very 
different/
*15*
different aess, errors earn result frwi wes dlaorloilaatioa 
effects %Mch may arise f v m  potentiel (gradients in the 
ionization chamber# I’urthemoro, if the threshold voltages 
for the two processes are very different^ ohanges in filament 
temperature duo to the operation of the emission stabilizer 
may alter the energy distribution of the electron beam# which 
in turn can affect the shape of the exponential foot of the 
carve.# from this péiat of view, grid oontrolleâ emission 
has some advantages over the more common method of temperature 
limitation#
fis DimVAflOl Of .BOffi PlaS0ClAfl0a.mSRSI.B3 MIOM SLEO^ pROa
# M f A ,
The various energy - terms inyolvea in the ionization 
process %*% + e **■# + f''+ ®e are related by the equation:
# D (%*y) + ifi) + + s(y) # s#*"!)
+ Y4x^) + K m  * m x m
where 1(H) and 1(H) represent the internal and minetic energies 
of the species S» In many cases the internal energy terms, 
together vÆth K(3£-1f) may be aagleotafi (25) (Bb), and frequently 
the remaiais^ g kinetic energy terms are small# Stevenson 
claims that the hecesaary condition for the absence of 
kinetic energy in the products-is that**
Ux)
in which oaàe the expression reduces’to the formi-
»  D(x*y) +  i (x )
Which may he solved for B{X'#Y) in two ways* In the direct 
methodi li%) is determined by a suhsidlary experiment 
involving the suhjaotion of free radicals, produced hy 
thermal cracking or photolysis, to electron impact* In the 
ease of simple species, such as atoms| l(X) might he 
determined spectrpscopioally* The practical difficulty 
of measuring I(X) directly, led to the adoption of an 
alternative procedure in which the need for this datum is 
eliminated hy substitution from the equation
S D(X*a) + I{X) 
which related to the corresponding process
XmZ t ,e X >  Z + Be#
If D(X-E) is uhkhown, it may he obtained by manipulating 
the appropriate thermoohemioal equations, whereby it is 
expressed in terms of a known bond energy together with a 
number of thermochemical quantities*
The self-consistency among the results obtained from 
different methods for the determination of a bond energy 
is illustrated in the following table (18)#
-17-
Method
ElectronImpactDirect
MeotronImpactIndirect
;D(OH^-H)
Photo­chemical
Pyrolysis
CHg
■'oh.
■with Gt% + .9 -OHg + H + e 4.4^+ 0,8
OHgOH — — CHg'*’+ OH + e 4.4^ 0.4
OgHg OgHg+H + 0 ,
«3% CgHg 01% + 8 4.3g + 0*8
——^ OgH^+H+,e , .
QgH(^  +QHg + '# 0*8
OgHg O5E5 +H 4- Ô
1%!% — 4 OgHg + OHg + e 4*4q^ 0*8
-f 01 -f e
% 0
OHgOH
nGgîIyOl— >
-f
OgHgOH
Average value 
a^4 Br — >
HBr **4 H 4- Br
OHgOli^-H 4 0 
OHgOH*'4 01% + 0
01% 4  HBr
OHgl ■> GHg 4 I
éé4i^ 0*8
4 * 4 g i  0.1 
4re4gHk 0*04
4*4^ .^  0.04 o—"
HI — > E + I
The example chosen is particularly favourable, and such 
good agreement is not alvmys obtained* The difficulty of 
extrapolating ionization efficiency curves which possess long 
tails, precludes anything like this accuracy being reached 
in such cases* The extension of electron impact studies to 
this/
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this class of compound has received little attention in the 
past, and a number of discrepancies in the literature may 
be the result of a tacit assumption that the products are 
formed,in the ground state* An example of this is the 
formation of ON** from {B7) (88) # It is also doubtful
whether Stevenson^ s rule for the production of ions without 
kinetic energy is obeyed in all cases,
MEASUHmMT OF THE KINETIC m m a t  OF IONS.
The presence of excess, kinetic energy among ions has 
been known for some time and an early method of measurement 
was described by Lozier (89) in 1030* The technique is a 
powerful one for the examination of homonuolear diatomic 
molecules where the ion is unambiguous, but the absence of 
mass dispersion makes it ineffective for. polyatomic molecules 
unless one ion predominates* It has been applied to 
heteronuclear diatomics however* Ions were produced by 
a magnetically collimated electron beam of controlled energy 
passing along the axis of two concentric cylinders* Slots 
in the thick inner cylinder allovmd only those ions moving 
radially to escape to the outer collecting electrode in the 
face of a retarding potential. Measurement of the ion 
current received by the latter as the retarding potential 
is varied, gives the distribution of the kinetic energy of 
the ions./
FIGUEE 4
Fig. 4.
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(a) Focussing action of a sector magnetic field.
(b) Presence of K.E. among ions; half peak width method.
the ions*
. It is ooCTenient tp measure the kltietio energy on 
instrument by whioh, the ionization is being studied, a 
several attempts have been,made to modify mass speotro 
for this purpose* This usually involves the Insertic 
a retarding potential between the analyser and oolleot 
that ions reach the latter with low energies. the ve 
in ion current as this potential is altered gives the 
distributiph across the Ion beam. A general review o 
use of stopping potentials has' been made by Hagstrum { 
with,special reference to diatomic molecules $ Kandel 
describes an application of stopping .potentials which 
to a quantitative- estimation of kinetic energy, while 
McDowell and Warren (8) show its presence qualitative! 
the basis of half peak widths# They found that this 
was proportional to the accelerating voltage for ions 
without kinetic energy* while its presence was indioat 
line broadening# The effect is shown in Fig 4(b) whl 
correlates the results obtained during the experiments 
toluene described in Part T* The ions 0**" and H'^  ar© 
to possess excess energy and do not fall on the line# 
One serious limitation to all these methods of de 
kinetic energy is that only the fraction associated wi 
fragment^
fragments can he measured* Since the colllaions are su 
to the limitations of the censervation of momentum* the 
energy vfill be distributed among the products in amounts 
inversely proportional to their masses#- Thus in the pr 
FhOHg-t' .H+e, only* 1# of , any excess energy would 
associated with the ion,, and if the limit of detection v, 
0*00 eT as in Kandel*s method, an energy term in the 
dissociation process of less than 0eV would pass unnotlo
TEE p m m o H m r  o? posiTivB m y  AmhTZBis*
Since the study of electron impact processes has be 
bound up 00 closely with the development of positive ray 
analysis in general, and mass spectrometry in partioulai 
it is useful to consider very briefly the steps through 
the subject has evolved*
Positive rays, were discovered by Goldstein in 1886 
found that perforation of the ,cathode in a low pressure 
discharge tube resulted in the transmission of a strsamei 
discharge* The behavlous of these raya under the inf It 
of magnetic and electrostatic fields was examined by Wie 
who showed them to consist of positively charged partiel 
The extensive investigations of Thomson yielded much moi 
detailed knowledge of their nature^  and his parabola 
spectrometer was used to evaluate their e/m ratio* In 
ymy he showed that polyatomic molecules gave rise to a c 
mass/
mass spectrum; thus do®|g yields (f* of* 0(î* Gig* Gof*
GOOl^ together with 0^  01^ 0^ } (31) includes a survey of 
this early work*
In contemporary experiments by Franck and Herts; ( 3B ) *
Various gases were subjected to electron impact under 
controlled conditions and evidence was obtained for the Bohr 
theèry of stationary states* Later refinements to the 
method allowed the absorption of energy by a resonance process 
(critical potential) to be distinguished from an ionisation 
poroess (ionisation potohtial),
A year or two later âston (35) built à spectrograph for  ^
mass determination, while in 1918 Dempster (54) described 
the first spectrometer designed specifically for the measurement 
of relative abundances; • the subject of mass spectrometry 
springs from this work. These early instruments resembled 
one another inasmuch as the ions Were produced in a spark 
discharge, or by thermal emission, but in 19BB Smytha coupled 
an electron impact source with a crude positive ray analyser (35).
At about this stage, mass speotrography and mass 
spectrometry parted company, and the next important 
development in the design of mass spectrometers was due to 
Bleakney (36) whose instrument employed the analysing property 
of a 180^ magnetic field, coupled with an accurately constructed 
electron gun* It formed a model for most of the instruments 
built/
built during the following decade*
The growing interest in the behaviour of substances
upon electron impact was stimulated further by Smith!a
classic paper on the ionization processes in methane' (57)
in which is derived a value for D(CiL#^ E) * Since that timeo
the subject has been developed and refined considerably by 
the efforts of Stevenson^Hippie, Eonig, McDowell,Morrison 
and others* Many modern instruments are based on designs 
by Eier (38) (39) which employ the refocussing properties 
of a sector magnetic field*
Recently, interest has widened to include a study of 
negative ion formation, the estimation of kinetic energy, 
among ions, and spontaneous dissociation phenomena.
Another ingenious application of mass spectrometers 
lies in the detection and study of free radicals and other 
reaction intermediates, and a summary of this work is 
included in Part 9*
Some attention has been paid to the measurement of 
ionization potentials, and their relation to other molecular 
properties*(11) (6) while attempts have been made to apply 
the theory of molecular orbitals to the calculation of 
ionization potentials for a number of paraffins (40)(41)(48)* 
In a similar way Franklin (43) has calculated the ionization 
potentials of a large mmber of paraffins, olefins, aromatios, 
alkyl/:
alkyl halides, amines and oxygenated compounds* With a 
tew exceptions, the agreement between the calculated and 
measured values is excellent* A review dealing vjith the 
chemical significance of ionization potentials is given by 
Walsh (44).
PART 8
E MASS SPE6'^ri.viviÆ!ij,.u<j,v#
The motion of an ion of mass m, moving with a veiooity v, 
perpendiouiar to a magnetic field of strength H, is represented 
hy the equation
Her * mv
where e is the charge on the ion, and r is the radius of 
curvature of the resultant path* It follows that such a 
system will eÿhihlt dispersion aooording to the momenta of 
the incident particles* If the energies of the incident 
ions are equalised by acceleration through a large potential 
V, the cbmbinatien of electrostatic and magnetic fields 
becomes mass dispersive since
#mv^ » eV
which, by substitution in the first equation yields the 
expression :
a. . Æm r%l8
in which ease the radius of curvature is proportional to
Early instruments used magnetic fields of 1800,- but the 
theoretical papers of Barber and Stevens describing the 
focussing properties of sector fields were soon applied in 
praotlce^ (46)(40) the resulting economy in magnet construction 
being quite considerable*
If its boundaries are sharp the effect of a homogeneous 
magnetic/
magnetic field on an incident pencil of ions is represented 
by the oqUationi^ (4?)
r *sin(D) L-^ # cos (Df^  ^ # oos (D#e^ ) *^1 ^ ^
' d6#(o^ j 008 (eg) r#oOë(ë;j^ )i cos (eg)
where r la the radius of curvature of the prinoipal ray as
it traversés the field,
D the angle of deviation#
and eg the angles of inoidénoe and emergence# and
L^ and Lg 'are the source and image distances
respectively*
In a sector field instrument and e^ are made zero whenî*
r*aih(D ) -e (1*1+ %  ), cos (D ) # %  #%/f ) >  Ov
Under these conditions the ions are refocussed at appoint 
collinear with the source and the apex of the sector field, 
as shown in Fig 4(a) * Usually a symmetrical arrangement is 
chosen where hi# ig , in which case the expression reduces to 
the form
Ji/r m oot(D) -+- cosec(D)
In the practical case the refocussing is not perfect, 
since the divergence of the ion beam leaving the source 
results in a spherical aberration of Br(l vcos a) where a 
represents the half^angle of spread# This approximates to 
ra^ when a is small* Many other aberrations affect the 
image/
image cross seotion and these have been dealt i,vith fully 
by Barnard (48)# The more important ones are disouased 
below in the appropriate place* .. - <-
A sector field mass spectrometer is the practical 
realization of this focussing condition# In order that the 
correct geometry may be followed, the source, collector and 
intermediate ion path must be evacuated to such a degree 
that the mean free path is larger than the dimensions of the 
apparatus# In order to achieve this, the whole system is 
placed in a vacuum tight envelope and pumpéd until the
pressure has been reduced below 10 #i,
'
BAmmomm. to. the m m m r  imimmms  '
'The'design of the spectrometer was'Influenced by several 
Important factors# ; Its resolving power must be adequate 
for the unequivocal detection of benzyl radicals, and ideally, 
of even higher masses# Eventually it was decided to aim at 
a figure of 150#maés units# Secondly, the associated 
electronic circuits must permit the measurement of ionization 
efficiency curves within an energy range of B BQ eV#
Lastly, it must incorporate a reactor in the vicinity of the 
source for the production of free radicals, and for the 
general study of reaction mechanisms# The variety of uses 
which was envisaged for the instrument meant that demoimtability
FIGURE 5
B'ig. 5-
90
Diagram of. source, including, the reactor furnace used 
in. the measurement of iCPhCH^)- Section of drawing 
between the dashed lines is a side elevation
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The moat important.', 'and F®t in acmie ways the ■least 
satisfaq^ tOPjr part of a-mass spootpoaeter Is the souroe, whets 
electron ispaot Oèe«r0 --anâ the.,»lone are formea into a 
gsometploal beam prior-to^  entering the analyser» The source
used \ma Msioally of the Hier type and is illustrated in\
ïlg* 0, Heetrons are emitted fromi a filament f- 
{0.4 s 0*05 3E 0*001 in») -under temperatur,® limited conditions, 
and are accelerated tomuvâs the ho% by means of a.potential 
applied hstweeh the filament m û  the first ellt. % e  
emitter eenslsts of a tungsten ribbon. spot*%veldeâ.te Sllo.K 
reds which are held in poslti-oa by Insulating bloehs of 
steatite. In order to aooomiaodate the reactor immediately 
above the ion box, the filament assembly m s  moved back end 
the electrons made to traverse a second slit* The Increased 
length of theelectron gun m s  turned to good mo count by the 
provision/
—S9t
provision of a hole in the top of the intermediate section 
by means of which improved differential pimping was. obtained 
between the filament and the ionization chamber*
Collimation of the electron beam,is achieved by means 
of an auxiliary magnet* Q?he existence of this field in the 
sourco region is one of the causes of mass discrimination and 
the majority of workers strive to keep its value as small 
as'possible although Thode et al .{49) and Robertson (9) .used 
strong fields* A range of magnets with field strengths of 
100, 850 and 650 gauss was available, of which the second was 
found by experience to give the best compromise between 
effective collimation, good resolution and.small mass 
dis oriminati on * The mounting for this source magnet allowed
motion both along and about the two axes at right angles to 
the direction of the electron,beam* After traversing the 
ionization chamber, the electrons pass through a further slit 
and fall on a collector electrode X termed the trap. Its 
function is to monitor the intensity of the electron beam, , 
secondary emission being prevented by maintaining it at a 
potential greater than that of the ion box,
The substance under examination is introduced through 
a hole in the top of the ohOQiber and those ions which are not 
neutralised by collision vrith the wall are removed by the 
combined action of voltages appliéd to the repellor plate R 
and the draw*-out plate B* The deflection which would 
otherwise/
00,
otherwise he caused hy the field of the collimating magnet, 
is counteracted by a small differential voltage applied to 
the focus plates In order to reduce the defooussing
effect oft the initial energy^ of the ions, the beam is 
accelerated through about 8 kilovolts by raising the whole 
of the source assembly to this potential with respect to the 
earthed collector slit#
The resolution of the instrument is governed chiefly by 
the size of the exit slit, the voltages applied to the 
various electrodes in the ion gun being much less critical 
than might be imagined# Thus altering the mean operating 
potential of 0^ and 0g from 160QV to 9QÔV had small effect 
on the resolution# Very little information has been pub^ 
lished on the focussing properties of this kind of slit system# 
Provision was made for variation of the width of the exit slit 
by forming it from two movable stainless steal knife/;bdges 
bolted to the underlying plate 1 through elongated slots,
For hoimal operation, a size of 0*8 mm was choSên# :
The chief uncertainty in ionization efficiency curves' 
arises from the existence of potential gradients in.the source 
region# This has b§§n removed by the technique of pulsed' 
emission, to which;brief reference has already been made*
Ions are produced under field free conditions by a pulsed 
electron/
01^
electron beam, and are witMravm from the box by voltage 
puises which are out of phase with the former* .Another, 
uncertainty arises from the Maaell#,BoltZmami energy 
distribution of the electrons leaving the filament* Since 
this is temperature dependent, the emission regulator would 
itself introduce errors in a system relying upon the condition 
.of toaporature limitation*. Space charge limitation has 
been used in a few oases (50) but the complexity of the 
attendant grid structure is a disadvantage where space is 
limited* If the filament is directly heated by A*G* the 
electron energy is modulated by twice this frequency and 
further errors are- introduced,* The circuit used in this 
work supplies the filament with B*0*,..the energy of the 
electrons being measured by a valve voltmeter*
The walls of the ionization chamber consisted of solid 
blocks of Hiohrome V to achieve temperature uniformity, 
provision being made for outgassing and temperature control 
by a coil of 40 8*W*0* ni chrome wire and a thermocouple, 
insulated from the source potential by glass tubing* The 
plates were made of stainless steel 0*0,85 in thick# and were 
separated by glass spacing rings, out from glass sheet by a 
cylindrical brass tool, used in conjunction with an aqueous 
suspension of carborundum powder# lyithls means, the 
provision of a bellows 0* at the foot of the stack effectively 
sealed/
î'IG'OEB 6
Elg. 6.
The complete source.

Fig.7.
The stack, comprising the electron and ion guns.
FIGURE 8
Fig. 8.
m
Specimen components used in the source.
sealed the region eurrounding the filament from the rest of 
the atmosphere in the tuhe^ giving the faoility of differential 
pumping# For ease of assembly the-ataok is built as a 
demountable unit^ whose base is a ring of Inoonel* The
various plates are located on stainless steel rods screwed 
into this ring and from which they are insulated by thin 
glass tubes* the whole unit is supported in the head by 
four &ln% inoanel rods^ A Electrical leads to supply
the various source potentials are brought in through . 
commercial metal/glass seals^ P* The general construction 
of the source can be seen by reference to Figs 7 and 8#
The analyser consisted of a magnet of the SO? sector 
typOy and was Ë&de on the premises with the exception of 
the winding of the coils* The yolk was formed from rough 
slabs of low Mo0r iron» bolted together at milled bearing 
faces# The end planes of the cylindrical cores and the 
sector pole caps wore made parallel by turning and surface 
grinding respectively* while the inner faces of the yolk wère 
milled to the same tolerance of 0*001 in* These components » 
together with the coils  ^ware then bolted rigidly together*
In ordor to allow for movement of the magnet during the 
focusBing/
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focussing operation, the lower surfaces of the sides of the 
yolk were milled parallel and fitted with guides for roller 
hearings * The horizontal position of the magnet is con­
trolled hy means.of screwed rods* The general construction 
and mounting of the magnet can he seen by reference to Fig*9* 
Current through the coils can he varied giving rise to fields 
of up to about 5000 gauss with a pole gap of 9/16 in# In 
order to.prevent distortion of the pole gap duf to the mutual 
attraction-of the pole faces at high field strengths, a small 
brass spacing ring was placed in the gap#
GOLXiEOTOR ÂBSIMHLY
The general method of construction of this unit resembled 
that of the ion gun consisting of stainless steel plates built 
up from an inconel ring on stainless steel rods protected 
by glass insulators. As before, the stack was mounted on 
inconel rods springing from the lower main flange# The 
appropriate ion beam is selected by an earthed collector slit 
usually 0.080 ins. wide and falls on to a collector plate, 
secondary emission from the latter being prevented by the 
insertion of a suppressor electrode carrying a negative 
potential of 50 volts# The design of the collector slit - 
resembles that of the exit slit in the source, and its width 
is variable from 0 - 2 m m* For the work on appearance 
potentials,/
potentials, an aperture of 0.080 In# wae used, 81noe the 
ion ourrents under Investigation may be ae small as 10'"^ '^ amp. 
the Insulàtiou of the lead from the oolleotor to the input 
of the D*0* amplifier demands epeolal oare# The ooimeotlon 
was carried through the main flange by means of a large metal 
to glass seal designed in such a way as to reduce the leakage 
to a negligible amount.
The housing for the input grid leak resistors and the 
electrometer valve was bolted rigidly to the other side of 
the flange, in order to prevent vibration giving rise to 
capacity effects# It - was made of metal to screen the cir­
cuit from electrostatic fields, and was completely closed, 
to prevent photoelectfic"effects and thermal drift# Moisture 
condensation on the high value grid resistors was eliminated 
by the use of silica gel, and a small heater built Into the 
wall of the box the keep the ambient temperature of the 
enclosure slightly above that of its external surroundings.
In addition, the resistors were coated with a silicone varnish. 
The electrometer valve was spring mounted to reduce miorophony, 
and the size of the input resistor was controlled hy a 
switching device mounted on the ehd of an insulating glass rod 
actuated from outside the enclosure#

Pig. 9.
Tube in position, showing pumping system and magnet
- 55'
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The mass speotrometer tube was made of irxoonel^  with 
the exoeptiou of the bend, which was formed of flattened 
copper tubing# The nickel alloy was chosen for its 
mechanical strength^ freedom from occluded gases, heat 
resistance, and nonmagnetic properties# a All the joints 
were sealed by hard solder. The general design of the 
instrument is evident from Fig 9*
Efficient pumping of both ends of the analyser tube was 
obtained by by'-passing the impedance of the narrow copper 
bend fey a B in* dia* incoxiel tube* The lower end of this 
tube was attached to a metal cold trap, mounted above the 
diffusion pump* A second pumping lead v/ith an independent 
cold trap and diffusion pump gave the facility of differential 
pumping of the filament region* Originally, two Metrovac 
oil diffusion pumps, Type 0*5*B were installed, backed by an 
0*B diffusion pump and a D*R*1# rotary oil pump* Oil 
diffusion pumps were chosen because at that time it was 
planned to study the electron impact behaviour of mercury 
alkyls* In addition, no.mercury diffusion pumps of 
comparable speed wore commercially available# At a later 
stage it was found that contamination of the source was 
ooourrias from traces of diffusion pump oil, and- they were 
subsequently/
;56.
subsequently replaced by Mwards Speedivao mercury diffusion 
pumps, Type These gave excellent service, and after
their installation, no further contamination troubles arose.
In order to reduce the amount of rotary pump oil vapour 
back-diffusing into the mass spectrometer, a glass trap 
cooled by solid 00% was interposed In the backing line.
This also served to reduce the amount of mercury vapour 
escaping into the rotary pump.
•The gaskets used as seatings for the various flanges 
L, Iflpig# 5, consisted or FI p,on (Pff.F.B* )ri:ags T#6 which were 
turned from discs on a lathe. They were 1/16 in. thick 
and ^ in. wide and when inserted in carefully mated seatings 
gave excellent service. A Penning g&uge was fitted to the 
side pumping lead to indicate the vacuum conditions in the 
tube. Although less sensitive than an ionisation gauge it 
gave adequate service, having the compensation of simplicity 
and greater robustness#
The high vacuum standard which is required for the 
satisfactory operation of a mass spectrometer demands stringent 
control in the fabrication of the components, and leak- 
testing becomes an occupational hazard. Each component was 
examined individually, before incorporation in the final 
assembly, with the help of a special vacuum system containing 
both Pirani and Penning gauges. The method of searching 
for/
for a leak depended on its size. The larger holes were 
found by noting the effect of a suitable probe liquid such 
as 001# on the discharge produced by a high frequency apark 
coil# A more sensitive method employed the response of a 
Pirani guage to a hydrogen probe* Minor flaws were detected 
by coupling the vacuum line to the mass spectrometer already 
existing in the Department* When the tube was completed 
and capable of operating as a mass spectrometer it was made 
to find its own leaks, and a number of micro holes were 
detected by the use of Eg or GOg as a probe gas, in this way* 
Electrical leads to the source were brought into thé 
vacuum by commercial metal to glass seals soft soldered into 
seatings in the main flange, that had,been wiped previously 
with silver solder# These soft soldered joints proved most 
unsatisfactory and some. 00 unsuccessful attempts to produce 
a aeries of tight joints were made, using a variety of fluxes 
and soldering techniques* in desperation the whole area 
was coated with Araldite cement and baked, but after a time 
cracks developed under the latter, and finally the seals had 
to be replaced completely# % e  second batch were soft-'- 
soldered to short lengths of Elio K* tubing which had been 
brazed onto the main flange# This arrangement proved fairly 
satisfactory and had the advantage that seals could be re* 
placed Individually if necessary#
The tube vms olempeâ to the main, auppontiae framework 
at three plaças by means of two pieoes of angle girder 
bolted to the bottoms of the metal traps in the t m  pumping 
leads Fig* 9* Siaoe each of these points of suspension 
could be adjusted vertioally ânâeindopanaently of each other, 
the orientation of the tub® could be afljlustod with respect 
to that of the raagaet, the mo'vments boing complwwtary 
to thoao produced by horizontal movmmt of the latter,
ÂësQüiàwm M B
The essential foatures of the apparatus used during the 
moasurmont of appearance potentials are inoludod in Pig, âs 
and call for little ocmment. In order to avoid the absorption 
of organic materials by tap. grease, the resorvolr s holding 
the mixture under ^semination is sealed by a merowy out-off I* 
Gases were stored in large glass bulbs P, from, \idiioh they 
ware abetraeted via a gas.burette #, hicuidh %wre 
introduced in a controlled manner from micro-burettas through 
a glass sinter 0 covered with mercury. Samples of solid 
materials could only be inserted by letting the system up to 
etmospherm pressure followed by a little glass blowing, for 
the BEiall number of such substances did not warrant the design 
of a more elaborate arrangment. In order to gain 
sufficient sensitivity on the mass spectrometer, a sample 
pressure/
pressure of about 1*8 mm# was required, and to attain this 
in the case of the less volatile materials it was necessary 
to lag the whole of the reservoir system M, and wind the 
exterior with heating tapes by whioh the temperature could 
be controlled* In the case of benzyl iodide, the above 
system had to be modified since this compound will react 
with mercury vapour from the cut-off# This substance was 
placed in a separate container, vÈiich after evacuation,, was 
sealed off from the rest of the apparatus, apart from its 
own leak into the mass speofcomeier inlet tube* The partial 
pressure of these less volatile compounds was kept constant 
by immersing a short; length of tube without lagging in a . 
vapour bath, L#
The leak into the mass spectrometer consisted of a 
piece of grade Metrosil, K, sealed into glass tubing* Later , 
experiments employed a twin Metrosil system for reasons 
already explained, and this had the .additional advantage that 
the relative pressures of the two substances.under Investigation 
were adjusted more easily* The tube containing the leak was 
connected to the source of the spectrometer by a metal to 
glass seal, and a stainless stebl bellows for flexibility*
The source could be removed by unbolting a small flange with 
Fluon gasket. In order to prevent condensation of less 
volatile or pôlar materials, the whole of the inlet line was 
lagged/
*40**
with heating tape# The inflowing gases were led into 
the ionization chamber by a glass tube whose lower end was 
constricted slightly to seat in a hole on the top of the Ion
The two.reactor furnaces which were constructed for the 
examination, by electron impact, of the products of the 
pyrolyses of organic compounds will be described in the 
section dealing with the work in question#
MiioTRomo. omommt
Giroumstances dictated that part of the electrical 
supplies of the existing mass spectrometer sliou).d be shared 
with the new instrument# ' The common units consisted of the 
magnet supply, a stabilized 8 k¥« supply for the ion gun, 
and a range change unit associated with the output meter, in 
the form of a Brown Recorder#
THE .M ISaiO H  B TA B Iim m
■Regulation of the conditions existing in the source is 
achieved by control of the total emission from the filaiuent 
with the unit show in Fig# 10# This is based on a circuit 
which is described elsewhere (51)#
power is supplied to the filament in the form of P*0# 
by the rectification and smoothing of the square wave output 
of a multivibrator comprising and ¥g# The emission 
current/
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ôurrent flowa along a resistor oiiain formed by %  * TH^ and 
VEj^  ». generating a voltage whloh is baoked off by à réference 
battery of 80 volts* This is achieved by applying' the two 
voltages to the grids of a double triode whose cathodes 
are coupled as a long tailed pairj, drawing constant current 
from the anode of the pentode Any difference between
these two signala is amplified and fed back with the correct 
sign to the multivibrator through the-cathode follower Vo, 
whose diodes are connected to the grids of and Vg 
respectively*
Çhe potential existing between the filament and the 
ioiiisatidn chamber is varied by ooimeoting a cathode follower 
to the negative end of the VR^* ' fhe resultant voltage 
is controlled by;the setting of the helipot Any ripple
otherwise appearing on this potential is suppressed by the 
addition.of a condenser 0 *^ -
By means of a suitable selector switch, the meter Mi can 
display either the trap current, the current flowing to the 
ropeller plate when this is made largely positiv% or the 
voltage across %. 4-. %+ %i, thus indi cating whether or
not the circuit is stabilising correctly*
In this form the unit gave reliable service, allowing 
variation of the emission current from 0*1 to 1*0 ma*, the 
electron accelerating potential from 5 to 95 vv, and the
I
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trap box, voltage o:T Q to 80 v* ourroat supplied to
the,filament oould he varied between 5^ and 6-^ a*/and load 
matching was achieved by the suitable choice of the resistor 
AàO* ripple in the output was of the order of 0.1^$ 
'Voltage supplies are provided by a stabilised power pack 
(Si* cH34iTfe)tLtjL()iiaL]L (leadLign a s  f&bLCMRRi jL ii jPILg;, 3L1,
Yàm^ Y O L m m m
5?he aocurate measurement of the energy of the electrons
entering the,ion chamber requires a voltmeter of high input
Impedance^ and a suitable valve voltmeter wa.s designed end
built to serve this purpose# fig,IB* It employs an
^electrometer cbnneoted^ 954 acorn,pentode (5B) with an
associated balancing network of the Barth type (5S) to make
the system insensitive to changes of filament temperature*
1
The directly heated filament is under4.run and fed by a current, 
set to a predetermined value by the rheostat VR3 in con^ 
junction with a standard cell in a potentiometer network*
Since this current feeds the potentiometer Hi, a drop of 
exactly 80 V, across this resistor chain is ensured* The 
instiument is of the null type, the output of the valve 
being displayed by the mi or emmet er Mi# The voltmeter is set 
by connecting the control grid of the,valve to the positive 
end of the potentiometer and adjusting the tapping point of 
TR^/
until Ml reads îserô* If the unknown voltage is applied 
to the grid with the correot polarity, the initial oondltions 
may he restored by backing off with a corresponding drop in 
potential along the potentiometer*
The input impedance of the circuit is between 10^^ and 
IcA^ ohm and the sensitivity at balance is 0*QB volt/div*
All the resistive components of the potentiometer were wound 
to an accuracy of better than 0*1$# Power supplies were 
derived initially from the mains tfeough à stabilized power 
pack as shown in the diagram, but owing to the difficulty of 
preventing signals from being transmitted to the
emissioh stabilizer during measurements, this was replaced 
by a bOv# storage battery*
Hr$* .mmn*xm joh -mu
The stabilized unit used to feed the mass 
spectrometer already existing in the' Department provided a 
potential variable from 1 ^ 8  kV. This supply was fed into 
a suitable switch and resistor network from v&ich the 
various voltages for the ion gun were tapped off* The 
potential of the rapellar plate could be varied from #8 to 
IB V* with respect to the ion box, while the focus plates ^ 
one of which was strapped to the drawout plate, could be 
altered independently from 0 to *300 v#. Both halves of
the beam centring plates were kept at earth potential unless 
maximum aensitivity was required, in which case one of them 
oould be altered from 0 to SOO y# A large potential of 
about.1 kV could also be applied to this plate when it was 
necessary to observe the amplifier zero# The H*T* supply 
was capable of contihhous}variation over a small range to 
make provision for el'èctrostatic scanning, should this be 
re%uirëd#. The super**»imposed A#G>.ripple was of the order 
Of 10 mv#
The existing stabilized supply for,.the other mass 
spectrometer could be utilized by means of a suitable 
switching device# The current could be varied from 4*^ 135 ma 
at which value the magnet was approaching saturation* The 
size of the ripple on, the output was about Oj^ Bv#
I,
D*0#. AMPLIFim*
This unit* together with the housing for the electrometer 
valve, was built originally by Mr. R#G. Naylor, to a design 
which has appeared elsewhere in the literature (54)* It is 
double sided, of the balanced type to ensure minimum 
temperature drift, and employs 100$ feedback with a voltage 
gain of 1# The electrometer valve has an amplification of 
rather/
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rather lésa than 'unitj,. while the loop gala provided by the 
two double triodea is about 400# ïhe output of the aeoond 
of these valves is single ended and is fed into a cathode 
follower* By this means the current magnification is
increased to 10*^ enabling the output to be fed into a low 
impedance meter# For preliminary work a-Simpson meter 
(sensitivity 5000 ohms/volt) proved t^eful on account of its 
robustness # but accurate measurements were made with a 
Brown recorder (10 #v# 5 sec*) fed through a matched 
attenuator#
However I. in its original form the noise level was too 
high to achieve the sensitivity needed for the accurate 
measurement of the lower portion of appearance potential 
ourvesy. and a considerable amount of time was spent in 
improving the performance of this unit prior to commencing 
the investigation#
The original electrometer valve type DB&BA. was replaced 
by IDMBO necessitating small alterations to the supply 
voltages# Although the rate of drift was as small as l#.8mv*/ 
hour, the noise level,was objectionable and several steps 
were taken to minimise this. The high value grid resistor 
in the compensating side of the electrometer valve was re- 
placed by a 1 megohm grid leak while the signal side was 
provided with a small condenser of 30 pf # in parallel with
46'
the 8 X lO^^ohm resistor usecl throughout the work. This 
condenser was eonetfuotad specially to possess the necessary 
inter^plate insulation, and its value represented a compromise 
between adeg.uate damping of the noise, and an undue increase 
in the time constant for the input signal. In addition, a 
Small amount of ripple was removed from the supply
by the inclusion of a suitably connected triode* In this 
way the noise level was reduced from 5 ^ 10 mv, to less than 
8 mv# During the measurement of small signals, further . 
accuracy ims obtained by replacing the Brown recorder by 
a Tinsley spot galvanometer of high sensitivity, which had 
been suitable damped# The final form of the circuit is 
shown in fig.#13* »
A further source of trouble arose from slight modulation 
of the ^100 V* supply which was used to feed a voltage om to 
the suppressor plate in the collector assembly. This in 
turn induced a signal on the collector plate by a capacitive 
effect and caused a disturbance Of 6 10 mv on occasions.
Thereafter the electrode was fed from a battery.
After these modifications, the amplifier gave 
satisfactory service within-these limits and had a linearity 
of response of 0*1^ over a range of input signals of o 18 
volts, apart from effects arising from the voltage coefficient 
of the input grid resistor.
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flhen the meohanioal coîiata^ uotlon of tîie tube had been 
Gompletedi the next step was to achieve the best possible 
resolution of which the instrument was capable.
The position of best focus was achieved by making small 
alterations in the orientation of the tube with respect to 
the main magnet, and observing the effect on the peak shape. 
The relevant adjustments may be considered in terms of the 
thBee co-ordinates *x^ y. and z where 2» is the field direction 
and y the axis passing through source and collector.
Motion along the axis and about the y# axis is achieved 
by manipulation of the screwed rods which locate the 
horizontal position of the magnet with respect to the frame. 
On the other hand, movement along the y axis, and about the 
X and z axes is obtained by means of the adjustable clamps 
by which the tube is located in the supporting framework.
The relative importance of these movements is discussed by 
Barnard (48) the most critical being the motion along the 
X axis#
When the resolution had been improved somewhat, xylene 
was introduced as a test substance, since the twin peaks at 
mass 105 and 100 to which it gives rise, anhble an 
estimation of the resolution to be made by simple inspection 
of the spectrum* It soon became apparent that adjustment 
of/
of the magnetic field was Insufficient to produce the 
expected improvement, and that some other disturbing factor 
was present which prevented attainment of the theoretioal 
performance* Consequently a comprehensive series of checks 
was carried out to identify and correct the disturbance*
The electrical supplies for the ion gun and the 
analyser field were monitored for the presence of A.O* 
modulation, but the amount found was insufficient to cause 
trouble. The geometry of the ion gun and the collector 
assembly were clmkod, both intrinsically, and in relation 
to the tube, but all parallelisms were correct to within
Special attention was paid to cleanliness during source\
assembly, and a number of different methods were tried using 
a variety of solvents, aqueoUs detergents and distilled
water* By means of batteries and potential dividers, it 
was possible to investigate the effect of source potentials 
on resolution* The effect of alterations in the strength 
and position of the auxiliary collimating magnet was examined, 
but although these changes appeared to affect the resolution 
somewhat, the improvement was small and no useful conclusions 
could be drawn from them.
On further consideration, some of the results obtained 
in all these experiments did suggest that the resolution 
deteriorated over a period of time, but that it could be 
partially/
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(a) Spectrum of the mercury isotopes (doubly charged iona)
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partially restored by readjustment of the focus voltages 
or the position of the collimating magnet* From this It 
\vas inferred that charges were building up on dirt layers 
in the source* In view of the care taken to cleanse all 
parts of the stack during assembly» these oould come only 
from the diffusion pump oil or the xylene which was injected 
as the test substance* The latter material was proved to 
be the culprit by scanning the spectrum with a clean source 
immediately after the introduction of the substance* By 
this means excellent.resolution was obtained while repeated 
scanning at increasing intervals of time showed a striking = 
deterioration in the spectra as shown in Fig. 14(b)# Since 
it had been the practice during all previous work to allow 
the system ample time to achieve equillbmm before commencing 
readings» this initial behaviour had passed unnoticed, 
li\îhether the effect was due to p^xylene polymerising^: (55) 
or to some other impurity vms not pursued} it sufficed 
that a similar e^cperiment with toluene showed no deterioration 
of resolution with time.
The .experience which had been gained from the above work 
regarding the effect of the various source potentials m s  
sufficient to assess the flexibility required to achieve 
optimum performance. At this stage a potential divider 
was built capable of supplying all the necessary voltages 
when/
when fed from the HéT* unit mentioned in Part II# With
the aid of this unit a definitive procedure for focussing 
the instrument was worked out# Maximum résolution was 
found to coincide with maximum sensitivity for a particular 
 ^value of the repeller voltage» but that undue increase of 
this parameter had an adverse effect on the ultimate 
resolution# In practice, the repeller was operated at a 
potential of about -fg volts* With the focus plates 
shorted together, the voltage difference between the drawm 
put plate and the ion box was increased until maximum beam 
si%e was obtained Under which Condition the focus plates 
were freed, and a bias vpltage applied until maximum 
sensitivity whs again achieved* At this stage the instrument 
was ready for operation^ but when maximum sensitivity was 
required, the beam centring plate Was given a small bias 
to achieve this*
The resolution provided by the spectrometer under these 
conditions is illustrated by fig 14a which shows the spectrum 
of the doubly charged ions of the mercury isotopes * This 
behaviour approaches the theoretical limit of the Instrument 
and was more than adequate for the later measurements on 
benzyl ions.
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Thé need for differential pumping to prevent contamination 
of the Bpectrim by fragment ions produced by pyrolysis on 
the filament was pointed out by Stevenson who showed 
that in the spectrum of di-Methyl butane
I(propylone),
Time did not permit an exhaustive examination of the 
effectiveness of the steps taken to achieve differential 
pumping nevertheless results were obtained which suggested 
that the design of the source was successful in this respect* 
Precise comparisons between the performances of different 
instruments are impossible owing to the dependence of 
cracking pattern on temperature, mass discrimination and 
other factors# However, the cracking pattern of the major 
peaks of toluene differed from the published figures by an 
amount greater than is likely to be accounted for by such 
effects, and in a direction corresponding to a decreased 
production of the fragment ion* Theae findings are 
summarised in the following table 
9S /91
0.90 Mean of 16 determinations at different times under a 
variety of source conditions in the range 40*#95 elT. 
with full differential pumping#
0.86 Mean of nine conseoutive determinations at steps of 
6 eV./
5 eY* in the range 40^ -*80 aV* with full differential 
pumping,
0*63 Mean of nine similar determinations after the bellows 
and large glass spacing ring had been removed.
0.78 Mean of 6 published values in the range 50-*^ 75 eV*(56) 
It is interesting to note that the one experiment in • 
vjhioh the peaks of xylene were resolved satisfactorily, 
yielded a value of 0*37 for the ratio 105 /100^ whereas the 
weighted mean of the published figures (allowing for the 
isomeric composition) is 0*44* This again indicates a 
decreased abundance pf tlie fragment ion.
If a true measurement of the ionization cross section 
is to be made, the electron density of the source must be 
kept constant* Barnard (48) has discussed the relative 
merits of systems employing stabilization of- the trap, 
emission or filament current to achieve this end* The be*^  
haviour of the electron gun was in some degree anomalous 
due to the unusually long distance between the filament and 
the ionization chamber, and occasionally to layers of dirt 
which were deposited on the edges of the slits* It was  ^
found over a range of electron voltages that the beam sise 
was not always linearly dependent on the trap current. A 
better/
better relation existed with the ourrent flowing to the 
repeller plate, when this was made largelynposltive, although 
this is an Inoonvenient parameter to use in routine work, 
since the ionization process is disturbed* In addition, 
the stabilisation of the emission current caused considerable 
variation in the trap current when the accelerating voltage 
was altered, owing to its effect on the angular distribution 
of electrons leaving,the filament, complicated by the effect 
of the collimating field. Several small modifications were
made to the electron gun in an attempt to simplify this be^
haviour, including variation of slit sizes and shapes, and 
the insertion of copper gauze in the first slit* However, 
these experiments were not pursued very far since it was 
found that suitable adjustment of the collimating magnet 
yielded trap currents which remained essentially constant;; 
over the range of voltages for which the ionization efficienoy 
curves were measured* This is illustrated by the following 
set of figures taken from experiment 87, 
eV* 18 17 16 15 14 13 IB 11 lO 9 8 7
it Bli $3%^  B4& B1& 81& B3 B3 BB* BB 88 88 % 8 jua
It was therefore unnecessary to correct the peak heights 
which resulted from alterations in the electron accelerating 
voltage with a stabilized value of i^,*, The validity of 
this reasoning was endorsed by comparing the value of an 
appearance/
appear and e potential measirzed in this way with the value 
obtained from an experiment in which the total emission was 
altered manually to maintain a oohstaht trap currant#
Ho significant difference oould be detected. The.effect 
of trap volts on the measured appearance potential was 
investigated during the preliminary experiments with krypton, 
which are described in Bart 4# in experiments 03 and 04
80V while in experiment 35 Yt«* Oi» Ho difference between 
the results oould be detected*
QFERATIQHAL miILTa
During the experiments which have just been described, the 
trap current was observed to suffer from periods of instability, 
which also appeared to affect the filament current.to a 
proportionately smaller extent* By substituting a battery 
for the filament supply, the fault was localized in the 
filament itself# A number of new filaments were tried, some 
of which reproduced the fault while others behaved normally* 
Examination under a microscope showed the existence of 
transverse flaws in just those filaments which had proved 
unsatisfactory, and also in the ribbon from which they had been 
cut initially* By selecting new filaments from portions 
Of the ribbon which were free from these imperfections no 
further trouble was encountered*
Another/
-•56***
Another fault associated with the filament assembly 
was the breakdown of the insulation of the ceramic supports 
for'the filament leads due to the deposition of a surface film* 
The symptom was a steady disappearance of trap current, and 
the cause was not at first obvious since break-doTO occurred 
only when the insulator tob hot* In all but the most severe 
cases the insulator had to be tested within seconds of re*#; 
moving the filament current, otherwise it appeared to behave 
normally. The only cure was the regular replacement of the 
ceramics*
Previous mention has been made of the replacement of the 
original oil diffusion pumps with comparable mercury types*
This was done as a result of the persistent deterioration 
in the resolution of tbe instrument with use. The experience 
gained with xylene pointed to dirt layers of an organic 
nature, while comparison with the behaviour of the other 
instrument in the department suggested diffusion pump oil as 
the culprit. The non#,reourrenoe of the trouble after the 
change amply justified the extra outlay*
■-5V-
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The energy of the electrons entering the ionization 
chamber may not correspond exactly to the voltage which is 
applied between the filament and the ion chamber owing to the 
existence of contact potentials in the source region, the 
potential drop along a directly heated filament, and to the 
effects of Mazwell-‘Boltzmann energy spread* This means that 
the energy scale of an ionization efficiency curve must be 
calibrated by some independent method, if a reliable estimâtion 
of the appearance potential is to be made. This is achieved 
by the simultaneous admission of some standard substance whose 
ionization process is studied at the same time*(5). Under 
these conditions, any uncertainties in the energy scales apply 
to both curves, and although the voltages obtained by 
extrapolating the curves individually havè no significance, 
their difference is real* Thus if the energy associated 
the ionization process undergone by the standard, is known 
from other data it is possible to derive an absolute value for 
the appearance potential of the ion under investigation* In 
most cases the standard substance consists of one of the rare 
gases, # usually argon  ^whose first ionization potential is 
known accurately from speotrosopio measurements*
In order to check that residual peaks from the gas already 
present in the mass spectrometer do not contribute to the 
measured/
measured ourreut» the background spectrum must be examined at the 
maaa number8 of the ions under examination* If these are of 
reasonable size, their appearanoe potentials must be measured 
to ensure that they provide a negligible oontrlbution to the 
ion current at the voltages employed in the determination.
In the ideal case, the ionization potential of the 
standard should coincide with that of the unknown in order 
that any persistent errors connected ivith changing source 
conditions should affect both curves and thus cancel out#
The effect of change in filament temperature on the energy
»spread of the incident electrons has been noted already and 
has received attention elsewhere (57)* Argon has rather a
high ionization potential in this reppeot, but it was selected 
for the following reasons. It was feadily available in a 
pure form, and was singularly free from interference with other 
ions of the some mass; it is also the most widely used 
standard, consequently, comparisons with other published data 
would achieve greater. significance# However^ in a few of the 
later experiments, benzene was used as a secondary standard*
The method of making a measurement was as follows* The 
gas handling system Pig E3 was evacuated and a sample of the 
substance admitted to the reservoixs The manner in which this 
was carried out depended on the nature of the substance,, as 
discussed previously. A quantity of argon was then added by 
means/
means of the gaswburette suffiolent to yield an ionization
effioienoy curve whose linear portion was roughly parallel 
with that of the test isubstanoe* In order to homogenise the 
two substances , use was made of the small mixing volume in 
oases whëre the other substance was a gas. When argon had 
to be. added to a liquid, previously injected through the sinter, 
the mixture was allowed to stand for at least half an hour to 
achieve equilibrium, use being made of this period to condition 
the source, by bleeding in the sample# The large expansion 
ratio helped to speed up the mixing process^ and checks were 
made with the mass spectrometer to ascertain that this had 
been completed. Towards the end of the wobk it proved possible 
to install a second Métesil leak thus enabling the two sub'^  
stances to be Isolated in separate containers# Hot only were 
equilibrium conditions achieved much more rapidly but the 
relative concentrations could be adjusted with ease#
After the zero of the amplifier had been set and the 
valve voltmeter standardised, the appropriate Ion was focussed 
by means of the magnet sweep control# , The voltages in the 
source were then adjusted to provide maximum sensitivity and 
resolution as described in Part 8# The ion current was then 
noted for each of a series of values of the electron 
accelerating voltage* This was achieved by setting;the 
potentiometer/
61.
potentiometer of the valve voltmeter to the required value, 
and faltering the accelerating potential by means of Fig*10#
until a null reading is displayed by the valve voltmeter#
Under these conditions the voltage applied to the electron 
gun is equal to the setting of the potentiometer* The 
separation between readings varied in different parts of the 
curve, and observations were made at Intervals of 0*1 or 0*S 
volts in the lower Section, whereas steps of 0.5 or 1*0^  volts 
usually sufficed for the linear part of the curve. The beam 
was kept in focus by making small alterations in the magnet 
sweep control when necessary,  ^When the size of the ion 
ourx‘ent approached the limit of detection, the beam was sup.* 
pressed and the amplifier zero reohecked, after yjhioh the 
electron accelerating voltage was readjusted to reproduce the 
initial reading, in order to ensure that conditions had re*, 
mained constant throughout the course of the measurement* 
Without any alteration in the voltages in the ion gun, the 
beam of singly charged argon ions was brought into focus by 
magnetic scanning and the whole procedure repeated* Through^ 
out. all these readings the source was operated under the 
condition of constant emission, note being taken of the trap 
current to ensure that it remained reasonably constant over 
the range of accelerating voltages used* Occasional checks 
were made to see that the rspeller current behaved in a 
similar manner as described in Part 8.
The/
The sets of readings thus obtained were treated in the 
following way* After subtraotlon of the amplifier zero, 
the upper parts of the curves ware plotted in order to . 
determine the ratio of the linear slopes*. This quantity was 
used as a multiplying factor to normalise one ourv© with 
respect to the other as explained In Part 1* The corrected 
ion currents were then plotted as ordinate against the 
ôorreapondiîig electron voltage^ on enlarged scales, and the 
appearance potential deduced by the Warren method# The 
sensitivity of the instrument vms such as to allow measurement 
of ion currents less than 0,1$ of the signal corresponding 
to 50 eV#, and in practice the Warren extrapolation was only 
carried out for currents below about 1$ of this value * Un* 
less otherwise stated, values for appearance-potentials quoted 
in this thesis have been obtained in this way; as Is illustrated 
in the following example (Ixpt 87)
Process Kr
eV*. Réé? Reaâ®. Range, Tolts, Oorreoted ' for amp.zero
17,5 30.3 IOt . 3.03 3.0317,0 91.0 3t , 2,73 2.7816.5 78,2 8.35 2.3816.0 66,5 1,97 1.9715,5 51.7 1.55 1.5515.on 41,6 1.25 1,8514.5 30.5 0,915 0.91514,2 74.0 It . 0.74 • 0.7414.0 61.6 0,615 0,61513.813.6/ 50,0 0,500 0.500
formalizedvalue
(Ratio of slopes 0.797) 
■ A/kr
( Amp? zero SOniv* )
Normalized Value,(mv. )
■S3-
ëV. Rec? BeaâS, "ange, Volts, Corrected .Normalisedfor amp.zero value.
13.6 39,8 0.395 0,09513.4 30,0 0.300 0.298 8SB13,3 85,0 éoômv. 0,855 0.853 ; 80813.8 69,8 0*807 0.805 16415,1 58,0 0,165 0.165 : 13013.0 44*5 , 0.134 0.188 105IB.9 34.5 0.104 0.108 8118.8 80^0 lOOmv* 0*080 0.078 6818,7 5940 0.059 0,057 45.518,6 45,0 0.045 0.043 34.518.5 35,0 0*035 0.033 2618,4 79 30mv. 0.0837 0.0817 1718,5 61 0.0180 0.0163■ 1318.8 45 0,0135 0.0116 918.1 35 0,0108 0*0088 718.0 80 IQmv, 0,008 0,006 511,8 49 0,005 0.003 8
17.5 31,0 j 10 V..
MulMplioation of figures in the last column hy O.SxlO*”^ .^
gives tshe loa eürreiit in amps since the input grid resistor is
8x10^1ohms
Pfooess A A"*" + '0 le(A) « 15.77eV (58)Ion Current,eV Reoôrâer Range Volts Corrected forReading amp, zero.
18.0 58.0 3V. 1,74 1.7417.5 48,5 1,456 1.45517.0 39.8 1.176 1,176 •âmpt zero16.5 89.7 Iv, 0,897 0.897 3(^t #16.0 68,8 0*628 0,68815.5 35.6 0,055 0,35515,4 31.5 0,315 0,31815,3 89,5 3'OOfflv, 0,8685 0.8655
15,8 75.5 0.8265 0,883515*0 55.0 • 0,165 0.16814,9 45,5 0,1366 0,133514,8 37.5 0.1185 0,109514» 7/
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Experiment 57*
(a) Warren extrapolation of the ionization efficiency curves
(b) Ionization efficiency curves of argon and krypton.
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Semi-log plot of. the results of experiment- 37, showing, 
Morrison*s empirical method, for obtaining dV.
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Ion Current.eT, Recorder. Range Volts CorrectedHeading amp. zero
14*7 89 lOOmv. 0*089 0.08614 4 6 68 0*068 0.06514*5 64 0.054 0*05114.4 44 0*044 0.04114.5 54 0*034 0.05114. B 85 SOmv* 0.085 0.08214.1 66 0.08Ù 0.01714.0 55 0*016 0*01515*8 55 0*0106 0.00715.6 67 IQmv. 0.0067 0.00415*4 60 0.006 0.005
18.0 57*5 5v*
by gives the ionMultiplication of the last column 
current in amps*
The graphical.representation of these results can be seen in 
Figs* 15(b) & (16)* the latter consisting of the lower part 
of the curve on an enlarged scale* From them* values of dV 
were measured for a range of ion currents* enabling the 
ionization potential to be obtained by a Warren extrapolation 
Fig*16(a)* The extrapolated voltage difference at i#0 is 
1*74 volts corresponding to an ionization potential of 14*05
volts, for the process Kr — e.
.On a nuiaber of occasions* Morrison^s method of . 
extrapolation was applied, the semi log plot of ion current 
against electron volts yielding a series of straight lines 
corresponding tq the exponential tails of the curves* Fig.17 
shows the results of experiment (57 ) plotted in this way. 
Although/
Although the measurement of cW was made easier, this method 
of displaying the results tended to disguise peculiax'ities 
in the curves as the limit of sensitivity was approached, and 
for this reason, Warren’s method was,the one usually adopted.
THE IONIZATION POTENTIAL OF KRYPTON
In:order to test the reproducibility and accuracy of the 
experimental procedure which has been described in the previous 
section, measurements of the ionization potential.of krypton 
være made,since the energy of this transition is knovm from 
spectroscopic data* The results of these experiments are 
tabulated below*
Experiment Ionization PotentialLin* Extrap. . Ytoren Extrap
88 14*05 15.96V85 114*17 14.0784 14*08 13.9685 14.05 13*99-86 15*97 13.7987 14*08 14.0135 14.0034 13.9835 13*9936 ' 14.08 14.0137 14*08 14.03
The mean of the linear extrapolations is 14*04 v. while that 
of the Warren extrapolations is 14VOO^ 0*03v (excluding that 
of expt*86) tirhioh differs from the rest by more than five • 
standard deviations. The spectroscopic value is 14.08v (58)* 
It/
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It must be emphasized that the aoc.uracy quoted .for this value 
for the ionization potential is the standard deviation of the 
set of résulte^ and therefore does not include the effect of 
any persistent errors. ; Many of the aoGuraoies quoted in the 
literature are misleading in this respect, and purport to 
assign an absolute error to the experiment when in fact they 
represent simply the consistency of the procedure for a small 
number of runs repeated under identical conditions. Since 
both curves are of the rare gas type, it is not surprising 
that, the two methods of extrapolation give similar values for 
the ionization potential.
m  iOmZATIOW POTimTIAL OFAOETYLmE
Several measurements of this quantity were made at 
different times, mainly in the very early stages of the work.
The results are tabulated below with an assessment of their 
reliability*
Ibcperiment Warren Extrapolation • Reliability
93 11*48 Fair98 11*57 Poor100 11*47 Fair77 11*45 Good78 11*64 Poor
Spectroscopic value 11*41 eV* (59)
Independent E.I* Value 11,43 eV* (5)
Only experiment 77 can be considered to be really reliable,
but/
♦*'*67 —
but the general measure of agreement is quite good.
TEE JO m ZA TIO N  PO Tm PIAL OF WATm
A single determination was made on this substance with 
the following result;-*
Experiment Ionization Potential SpeotroBoopic
180 18#7eV* IS.GBeV,
SpeotroBoopic value 18*61 eV# (60)
Independent E.I* (Morrison) IB.76 eV. (11)
^ 6 8 -
PART 5,
TES APPEAHAECS POTENTIALS OS’ S(ME AROMTIC lOES.
169.
CHOÏGE QF..-GOMPOm€)S .
Over a period of years, a teem, of, res ear,eh. workers at 
St* Andrews has been investigating the behaviour of.^ a series 
of aromatic molecules under conditions leading to their 
theimal decomposition* Reactions whose kinetics have been 
studied involve toluene, dibenzyli diphenyl*^methane, phenyl 
iodide and benzyl iodide, and an accurate evaluation of the 
strengths of several bonds has been obtained from the 
activation energies involved in these processes* It was 
felt desirable to estimate these bond energies by an 
independent method, and as the fragmentation of this class 
of compound had not been studied by electron impact, it was 
decided to use this teoïmiqua for the purpose*
At a later stage in the work, several papers appeared, 
notably those by Lossing (81)(BB)(61), Field & Franklin (68) 
and Kandel (30), which discussed some of the ionization 
processes undergone by these substances, but it v/as evident 
that the various sets of figures contained serious anomalies* 
For instance, the data by which Schissler & Stevenson seek 
to verify Szwarc’s value of ?7*5 Koal for D(Ph.OH_"*H) in 
toluene imply that the Ionization potential of the benzyl 
radical is 8.45 eV* whereas Lossing (81) claims to have ob*» 
tained the much lower figure of 7.75 eV* by direct measurement*
#7 0^
In the event, ionization processes were studied which 
involved the following parent molecules; benzene, toluene, 
ethyl benzene, dibenzyl, diphenyl ^methane, phenyl iodide, 
benzyl chloride and benzyl iodide, In addition, a direct 
measurement of the ionization potential of the benzyl radical 
was successfully carried out, and will he described in Part 6. 
The following pages include details of the methods by which 
these compounds were purified, together with an account of 
the experimental results obtained for each compound* The 
reliability of each set of figures is discussed, and compared 
with any published values which have lately appeared* The 
remainder of this part of the thesis consists of a discussion 
of the significance of these estimates of the appearance 
potentials for the various processes. The related nature of 
the compounds allows cross checks to be made, and bond energies 
are determined by both the direct and indirect methods. In 
this way reliable values obtained by one technique may be used 
to verify less reliable estimates made by the other* These 
findings are used to assess the general applicability of the 
electron impact method to aromatic molecules,
PURIFIOATION OF mTERIiVLS 
A small quantity of analar benzene vms redistilled
from sodium*
-71-
TOLUENES Tv/o ; different samples were used, the first of 
which consisted of toluene which had been distilled, and tvd.ce 
pyro3y.sed - a . treatment suggested. by Szwaro as a means of 
preparing samples suitable for kinetic studies*  ^In view of 
the unsatisfactory nature of the results, a small quantity 
of toluene vms obtained from the bank of pure hydrocarbons 
controlled by the D*S*I*R*
ETHyL*BBI^1^1NEt Oommercial ethyl benzene was fractionated 
in a Fenske column, 18 in* long, and closely packed .with small 
glass rings. The portion passing over at 135 + 0*85^0* was 
collected and subjected to further purification, as follows.
The sample was placed in a small test tube, supported by a 
larger tube immersed in liquid air. By this means, freezing 
took place slowly from the bottom upwards, and after about f 
of the contehfe had solidified, the supernatant liquor was 
decanted away* After the frozen material had melted, the 
process was repeated three times (63).
DIBENZYLs A sample of the compound (prepared initially 
by the reduction of bonzil) vms freed from traces of stilbene 
by reorystallizing thrice from alcohol. The melting point of 
the product v/as 5l*9^dl
DIPEENyL^METHAÙB% ' A fairly pure sample was distilled under 
vacuum, and the product which passed over at 185*5^0, under a 
pressure of ,18mm. vms collected and subjected to fractional 
freezing/
*^78-
freezing, repeated twioe. Tlie melting point of the product 
was
PHMryLTlQDIDBs Material previously purified for kinetic 
experiments was redistilled, and.the fraction collected betv/een 
1880#.gôQ was retained, and stored over mercury.
BMZyi-y Î QD IDE ; lOOgm of sodium iodide were dissolved in 
the minimum quantity of ethyl alcohol, to which were added 
63 gm of benzyl chloride. After refluxing for 1 hour, the 
mixture was poured into 1500 Cjd of water, when the product 
separated as an oil* This was collected and solidified by 
immersion in an ice/salt bath, and the solid product filtered 
off by an loe*<-cold filter. Final purification was effected 
by recrystallizing twice from alcohol, giving a product which 
melted at 84^0*
BENZyL^QHLQHIDB3 A commercial sample was fractionated in 
the Fenske column, used for the purification of ethyl-benzene, 
and the fraction which passed over at 179 + 0.5% was retained, 
and subjected to three successive applications of fractional 
freezing.
The ARGON used as a standard in these experiments was 
obtained from the same source as that employed in the 
experiments described in Part 4., and consisted of B.0.0. 
cylinder gas, purified from organic contaminants by passage 
through a liquid air trap.
(The/
(The author’s thanks are due to Dr# FuB# Oundall m?.d 
Mr. PittiXOi for the gift of aomplea of pyrolysed
toluene and ••4ib6nzyl, and to Mr* if » • Oow for help in the 
preparation of the benzyl iodide#)
O^ïl^ + e
Three B^easuromonts of the ionization potential of benzene 
were made with the following results; 
mcpt# 1(00%)
1(A) *  Ib.VYoV164160 9.65 ev*9*60 9*53
Kean 9*58+ 0*08. eV.
Blnce benzene vms used as a sooondary standard in the 
meneuremaat of the Ionization potential of the benzyl radical, 
deecribod In Fart.6# it le important to consider this result 
in the light of other values which have been ascribed to itj 
and vhioh include;
9## o¥. SpaotroBoopio, Price & Wooa (64)
9,8 BleolB3,’on ïBipaet Siai* (65)
9.4S Hoaig I 5)
9.58 Fiaia & irajaklin i, (62i)
9,54 Moï-risoU 1»)
9.58 Higasl at'al (56)
9.58 Theoretioal5 Fraaklin (43)
The/
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The difference between the value obtained speotroacopicàllyi 
and the. majority. of the electron impact methods , is good 
evidence for the correctheas of.the claim that significant 
differences between vertical and.hdiabatio ionization 
potentials have been detected# These results have been 
correlated by Fox & Hickman (6?) in a paper describing the 
application of their pulsed ion source to a study of the 
ionization processes in benzene# The greater refinement of 
their experimental technique brings to light the existence 
of fine structure near the-foot of the curve, corresponding to 
energy levels near the ground state. If the ionization 
potential is deduced from their plot by linear extrapolation, 
a value of 9#59 e¥# is obtained,, v^hereas> extrapolation of the 
curve itself through the fine structure gives a value of 
9#81 eV, in good agreement ivith the spectroscopic value of 
Price & Wood* The- variation among the results of the 
electron impact experiments can be explained in terms of these 
energy levels, and the differing sensitivities of the 
instruments employed by the authors concerned. In view of the 
agreement between the results obtained by the author and those 
of Morrison, Field and Franklin, and îligasl, this value will 
be taken as an accurate calibration of the apparatus when 
benzene is used as a secondary standard.
1(06%) - 9*6 eV#
CgHg *--> CgîïJ + H + e/
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Seven determinations of the appearance potential of 
the phenyl ion by this process were made on two different ■ 
occasions. These are indicated by grouping the results 
within the column, and this procedure will be followed in 
subsequent cases#
Expt, A(Ph^)
188 14,11 ey.
183 14,07
184 14.13
185 14,11
164 14,11
165 14,13
166 14*13
Mean 14*11 +  0*08
The last three of these measurements were made conjointly 
with the determination of the ionization potential of benzene, 
described above, and this is added confirmation of their 
correctness* Tv/q other estimates of this appearance potential 
have appeared in the literature, namely:
14*54 + 0*08 eV* Kandel (3Ç)
14*30 +  0.18 Field & Franklin.(68)
Kandel/
'76*^
Kandel claims that no excess energy vas detected in association 
with the phenyl ion, but by the conservation of momentum, 
the limit of detection for the process iâ 8% eV# The value 
obtained by the author lies within the precision:i of the 
second of the two values quoted above, and will be taken as 
correct
)p^ a eV,
TOLUmS.
PliCHg PhCHg + e
ï(P llG H g )
49 9.SI eV.
This result shows excellent agreement with other published 
Eèlé values#
9*83 eV. (Electron Impact) Honig (5)
9.S3 Morrison (6)
9*80 mgasi (66)
8*77 Bpeotrosoopic Price & Walsh (68)
The value of the experiment is as a check on the performance 
of the instriment at low values of electron energy*
I(PhOHg) # 9*S^ eV.
2hCHg-H PhGHg + H + e
The energetics of this process were of considerable interest, 
since it was hoped to deduce a value for D(PhOE^-H) from the 
data*/
a ? ? # #
data# For some unexplained reason, the-repx'ocluoibillty of 
the extrapolated values of the energy term obtained from 
different sets of experiments were not.as good as with most 
of the other processes studied* In all, fifteen determinations 
were made:
Escpt.
14 18*49 eV
16 18*67
16 18*86
A(PhOS^)
vim*# w<«,80 18*84
58
59
18*48
18.41
Sensitivity
0*7(arbitrary units)
0*7
0*76
0*7
0*55
0#46
40
46
47
49
53
54
55
IB. 68 
18.56 
18.60
18.43
18.31
18.40
18.30
0,55
0,91
0.71
0.86
8.34
2.8
61
68
18.43 
18.34 
Means 12.34 +  0.18
0.34
0.38
Experiment/
EIGUEE 18
Eig.. 18..
.. 60
40
20
C»T>v)
E.V.
The contribution of a fragment at mass 40 from toluene, 
to the argon peak.
Ilbcperlmeat 49 inolucles the reliable estimate of the 
ionization potential of toluene, and was carried out with 
a sensitivity suffieient to allow entrapolation from ion 
currents down to 0#lç5 of the value at 80, eV. The mean of 
the 15 âeterminat 1 one Qoincicles with the value obtained in 
this experiment, Ho correlation exists between the de­
rived value of the appearance potential and the ion beam size,
« 12.4 +  0*10 eT.
The only other published figure is one of 11 #8 4% 0#1 eV. 
in a, paper by Sohissler & Stevenson (69), the discrepancy 
out Bide the limits of precision^ , c being 0,55 eV*
Three errors which may ariae in the measurement of 
ionisation efficiency curves are lack of sensitivity in.. . . . . -V , I . ^  V
detection, poor resolution and contamination of the peak of 
the standard gas by background ions or by a fragment of the 
molecule under investigation. The last of these effects 
was elirainated from consideration be measuring the ionization 
efficiency curve for the mass 40 fragment from toluene. The 
result is plotted in I'ig 18 vâixoïi shows conclusively that the 
contribution of this ion to the argon beam is negligible.
Poor resolution could cause contamination of the peak at mass 
91, by ions of the parent molecule, leading to a low value 
for the appearance potential, by reason of the mailer energy 
required for its fragmentation; this miglit be the 
explanation/
explanation of Stevens on he low value. On tiie other hand, 
poor sensitivity would lead to the opposite effect, hut 
for reasons already stated it does not seem likely that the 
results quoted in this thesis should suffer from this error, 
and it is likely that the appearance potential for this 
dissociation process contains a considérable excess energy 
term. .The relative masses of the tivo fragments prevents 
the presence of kinetic energy being observed, and the point 
corresponding to the benzyl ion falls on the graph shown in 
Fig 4 (#.
ETIiïL BBMZEMB. '
P h C H g  —  G H g  P î i C F Î g  +  0 1 %  +  e
Tiie appeai'Qiioe. potential of the benzyl naclical from ethyl 
benzene was determiiiecl in two sets of experiments!
Ixpt. A (PhOE^ )
17  1 1 .4 6  e V .
1 8  1 1 .S 3
19  11 .4 -5
56  1 1 .5 1
57 1 1 .4 9
58 1 1 .4 5
59  1 1 .4 7
M eon  1 1 .4 3  +  0 .0 7  @T
T h e /
!^ 8 0 '
The sensitivity of the experiments was such as to allovf 
extrapolation down to 0.08^ of the ion current at SO eV.
Tt-vo values for the energy of this process have been published 
in the literature;
11.81 + 0.15 eV Field k Franklin (68)
11.2 + 0.1 Schissler & Stevenson (69)
but the differences between these values andtthat obtained by 
the author are just on the limits of precision for the twoI
determinations. As in the ease of toluene, the process is 
probably associated with an appreciable excess energy term,
DIBSÎS1ZÏL
PhCHs-OHsPh ÿ/PhOEg 4- PhCHg + a.
Fxpt. A (PhOH^ ) Sensitivity
64 4.66 eV 11.11 0.87 (Arbitraryunits65 4.88 0.87
66 ■ 4.86 0.85
67 4*84 0.84
68 4.88 0.24
69 4,88 0,85
70 5.04 0,89
71 5.04 0,89
78 5.08 0,88
75 5.08 0.87
74/
FIGUEE 19
Fig,. 1 9 .
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Ionization efficiency curves for dibenzyl and argon, 
together with the extrapolation used to combine the 
results of all the experiments*=
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Ixpt.
74
75
76 
81
A{PhOH^ )
5.57 
5.59
5.57
5.55
Sensitivity
0.95
0.77
0.77 (0.8^ of -----  value at SOeY. ]
0.59
106 4.98 0.55
Inspection of these results suggests that the extrapolated
value depends on the sensitivity of the measurement, and this
is.confirmed by plotting the results in graphical form as
shown in Fig 19, In this diagraiu, the values of the
appearance potential are plotted against the reciprocal of
the concentrationsi (represented as the slope of the linear
part of the appropriate argon ionization efficiency curve).
The intercept made by the best straight line through these
points, (determined by the centra of gravity method) on the 
axis corresponding to (1/sensitivity = 0,)was taken as the 
appearance potential for the process.
A(PhCH^) =  10.0 eV. 
the only other quoted figure being 10.5 + 0.1 from the work 
of Schissler & Stevenson (69). Since the volatility of 
dibenzyl is not very greati,. it seems likely that the lower 
value obtained by the author is due to attention paid to 
matters of sensitivity in this work, and as the .fragment under 
investigation forms an isolated beam, it could not be caused 
bÿ/
EIGÜEE 20
Fig.- 20.
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Tlia ionization efficiency curves of diphenyl methane 
and argon, with a typical Warren extrapolation.
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"by a lack of resolution In the mass spectrometer.
• Dipnm ŸLAMRiim Œ .
PhCI^ %  PhOï^ + Ph4- e
PhC%-Ph — ^ Ph'*' + PhOEg + e .
' Two processes were studiecl, and ionization efficiency 
curves plotted for the formation of both benzyl and phenyl 
ions, but the curvature of the extrapolated voltage difference 
was very great. The following results were obtained for 
the appearance potential of the benzyl ion:
Sxpt. A(PhCH^ )
111 13.07 eT.
lis 12.67
113 12.77
114 12.77
Mean 12.8 +  0.2 eV.
In the case of the second process, even a rough evaluation of 
the energy term is impossible as can be seen by reference to
arias 2(i,
B3SEZYL OELORÏDE.
PhcSfeCl >Ph.OI^ + 01. +  e
3Sx.pt . A (PhOH^ )
50 10.61 eT
81 10.86 Sensitivity alloyra
52/
—8S—
Expt* A{PîiGHJ ) Sensitivity allows 58 10*85 extrapolation to 0*05$of value at SO eV,Mean 10*77 +  0*15 eV.
Two divergent values for this appearance potential have 
been published:^ * namely:
11.13 ^  0*1 eV* Franklin & Lumpkin (70)
10*55 + 0*1 Lossing et al* (SS)
Loosing suggests that the other value of 11*15 eV* is due to
a lack of sensitivity in the measurement since the figure
corresponds to the separation of his oxm curves ,at an ion 
current, 1$ of that at 50 eV, The results obtained in this 
work confirm this explanation, but the extrapolated value 
obtained by measurements to ion currents 0*05$ of the value 
at 20 eV. is still significantly higher than the figure 
quoted by Lossing*
A(PhOH^ )phmi2Cl ^  i-0*7i7 
BmZYL IODIDE
P h C % I  > PhOHg + I + Q
T\fVO sets of experiments, comprising 12 measureBients, 
were made of this process vjlth the following results:
Expt- A(PhOH^ )
140 9.44 ô:T
141 9.55
148/
Expt
148
AfPhomh
9.62
145 9.72
144 9.61
145 9.64
146 9,74
147 9,70
148 9.56
149 9.89
150 9.66
158 9,67
159 9.65
Mean 9.65 i
The results of two other determinations of tiiis ouantity 
are available?
9*25 0*05 eV* Lossing et al (88)
9*68 f 0*1 oaivert (71)
These results together with the figure for benzyl ohloride 
quoted above, and the value of l(PhGH^) discussed in Part 6 
bring to light a curious discrepancy betvjeen values obtained 
in this work, and those by Lossing* viz;
This work Lossing , Difference 
I ( P h % )  8*06 7*75 0*33 eV*
A(PhOH|)pj,,0jjgj 9.65 9.25 0.42
A{PhÔHj)pu,oïï cl 10.79 10.35 0.42
This/
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This disôrepanoy in the absolute values is hax'd to explain 
since the experiments have been carried out at approximately 
the same sensitivity. It should be noted that the last 
measurement of the appearance potential of the benzyl ion 
from benzyl chloride followed the experiment in which an 
excellent value for the ionization potential of toluene ?;as 
obtained, and this serves to check the performance of the 
instrument used in this work*
PHMTL IODIDE*
Phi, Ph*” -f I + e
P h i ----> l"’' + Ph + e
Three measurements of the appearance potential of the phenyl 
ion were made:
Expt. A(Ph^)
167 11.59 eT.
169 11,78
170 11.45
Mean 11.6 +  0.15 eT.
However, this result is in error, since as will be shown later,
I(Ph) is about 9*7 which would imply a value of (11*6 ^  9.7)
= 1*9 eY. for the bond energy of phenyl iodide. This 
quantity has been well established at 60,7 Kcal = 2*6 eV* (72) 
from/
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from which it follows that the appearance potential of the 
phenyl radical measured above, is low by some 0.7 eV* Un?- 
fortunately, time did. not permit the investigation of this 
discrepancy*
Ho satisfactory measurement could be made of the energy 
associated with the production of the I ion from phenyl 
iodide, partly owing to its low abundance, but more because 
of the curvature of the Warren extrapolation, which resembled 
that obtained in the case of the phenyl ion from diphenyl- 
methane shown in Fig*. 20*
BOm EHKRGIIS DmiYW BY THE DIRIUT METHOD.
In the next part of the thesis is a description of the 
direct measurement of the ionization potential of the benzyl- 
radical, and anticipating the result I(PhOHg) = 8*0_ eV,, it 
is possible to assign upper limits to the dissociation energy 
of the bond (PhOHg-X) whenever the appearance potential of 
the benzyl radical from this molecule is known, since in such 
cases
A{PhCHj)pj^Qgg,X * D{PhCH2-X) +  l(PhOHg) +  E
where S is a term denoting any excess energy associated with 
the fragments. If this treatment is applied to each of the 
processes of benzyl ion formation which are described above, 
the following upper limits may be deduced:
Toluene/
-89^ .
Toluene' ' ' D{PhGHg-H) < IS.34 - 8.05
4*S9 ÔY, (99 Kcal)
Ebhyl toeniaene r      Tl'TS’liOHg-CSg) £ 11.43 * 8.05
£ 3.38 eV. (78 Kcal)
Diulienyl methane■ B(PhÔ%«Ph) £ IS.8 - 8*05
<. 4.75 e¥. (109 Kcal)
Dlbenzyl DCPKOHg-OHgPli) £ 10.0-8,05
li95';eT. (45 Kcal)
Benzyl chloride   ""'"''D%%0ag-0l) £ 10.77 - 8.05
8*72 eV* (62*7 Kcal)
Benzyl Iodideb(phOH^el) < 9*65 # 8.05
^ 1.6 eV* (36.9 Koal)
DISaiTSSIOH.
D(PhOHg-H)
Ah evaluation of the dissociation, energy of the benzyl « 
hydrogen bond was made by szwaro (55) from a study of the 
pyrolytic reaction PhOHg-H ^ PhOB^ 4- H, and after further 
discussion of the accuracy of these results (73), the value 
of/
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of 77.5 + 5 kcal was confirmed. Indirect support tvas ob­
tained by combining this quantity, with his own figure of 
63 kcal for DiPhGHg-OH^), from which can bo deduced a value 
of 103 kcal for the dissociation energy of methane, in good 
agreement with the accepted value of 101-102.kcal. On the 
other hand van Artsdalen favours a higher value of 89 kcal 
deduced from experiments on the photobrpmination of toluene 
(74). The results of Steaoia et al. (75) cannot really 
be compared with those of Bzwaro since the conditions were 
not identical*
In an attempt to confirm one or other of these values 
by an independent methodStevenson. (69) measured the 
appearance potentials of the benzyl ion from toluene, ethyl 
benzene, and dibenzyl, obtaining 11.8, li;S and 10*5 eV 
respectively. If his derived value for the toluene bond 
energy (77 kcal - 3.45 eV) is subtracted from the appearance 
potential of the benzyl ion from toluene, the difference of 
8*45 eV* must represent the ionization potential of the 
benzyl radical. By direct measurement, Lossing (El) obtained 
7.73 eV. and later (61) 7.81 eT. with a weighted mean of 
7*76 eT. Suspicion was thus cast on the correctness of 
Stevenson^s work, especially as Lossing claimed that the 
ionization efficiency curves for these processes possessed 
considerable/
‘89—
considerable curvature, making extrapolation difficult.
The work of the author supports Lossings claim that the 
ionization potential is considerably less than 8.5 eV. 
and that the appearance potentials quoted by Stevenson are 
unreliable. In the circumstance, the agreement between 
Stevenson^s derived figure for D(PhCHg-H) and that of Szwarc 
must by conisdered fortuitous.
It has been shown already, that the electron impact 
experiments on toluene give an upper limit of 99 kcal, far 
in excess of either of the two postulated values. However, 
the measurements on dibenzyl verify Szwarc * s estimate, as follows; 
The energy terms involved in thé two processes;
PhOHg-OHgPh — PhGHg ^  PhOH^ 
PhCHg-H  ^PhOHg + H 
may be combined in the two equations 
Of (PhGHg-OHgPh)-f- B{PhGHg-OHgPh) » BQf(PhGE^)
qf (PhCHg-H) + D(PhGHg-H) # qf(phG%) -f- #(H) 
and eliminating the term Qf(PhOHg) >
D(PhOHg-^H) # iBCPhGHg-OHgPh) - Qf(PhOHg-H) + Qf(H)
+ i^ (PhOHg-aHgPli)
In this way, the toluene bond energy has been expressed in 
terms of a bond energy derived from electron impact, data, and 
a number of available thermochemical quantities.' Now, 
D(PhGH8-G%Ph) ^  45 kcal ( see above)/
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D^PhCHgrÇngPh) ^ 4 6  kcal (see above)
Qf(PhOEg-^H) 11.9 kcal (56)
QflPiiOHg-GEgPh) # 29.7 kcal (see appendix II)
Qf(E) .^ 52 kcal (76) 
and substitution of these.values in the last equation gives 
(D^hOEg-E) 77.4 kcal, thus verifying tjie value of Bzvmrc.
D (PhCEs-H)' ^  77 .5 t  3 kcal
D(PhOHg-GEgPh)
A direct estimate by thermal,pyrolysis was made by Horrex 
and Miles (77), who obtained an energy of activation of 48 kcal 
on the basis of a first order decomposition. It now seems that 
the reaction is more complex than was at first thought, and 
that the interpretation to be placed on this activation energy 
uncertain.
' It has been shown that the electron impact data yield a 
value of about 46 kcal for the C-G bond, and that this is in 
agreement with a toluene bond energy Sf 77.5 kcal. It is 
therefore permissible to reverse the thermo chemical cycle, 
and to use this value to recalculate D(PhOHg-OHgPh) employing 
thermal data only. It follows that
D(PhGEg-OEgph) #45 + 0 kcal
D(PhC%-GEj)
An/
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BÇPhOHg-.OHs)
An experimental value of 63+1.6 kcal was obtained by 
Szwarc, based on the pyrolysis of ethyl benzene (78). No 
direct confirmation of this is possible by electron impact, 
owing to the shape of the ionization efficiency curve* 
However, it is now permissible to calculate it in terms of 
the toluene bond energy by thermochemical reasoning. The 
processes:
PhCHg-GHg > PhOEg t GHg
PhOHg-H--- + PhGHg + H
may be represented energetically by the equations:
Qf(PhGHg-OI%) + D(PhGHg-GEg) *  Qf(PhCHg) + Qf(GHg)
Of (PhOHg-H) 4- D(PhGHg-H) Qf (PhCHg) 4- Qf(H) 
and eliminating Qf(PhGHg)
D (PhGHg-0%) # Of (GHg) - Of (PhGIig-GHg) + Qf(PhGHg-E)
+ D(PhOH -H) - Qf(H) %
Now,
Qf(OIp « 32.5 kcal (79) 
Qf(PhCI^-OHj) « 7.12 kcal (56) 
D(PhGHg-G%) « 62,8 + 5 kcal
D(PhGHg-I)
The earlier work of Butler and Polanyi (80) suggesting 
a figure of 43.7 kcal, together with a direct estimate of 59 
kcal by Szwarc, has been rendered invalid by the discovery 
that/
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that the décomposition is inhibited by the presence of iodine, 
thus disproving the supposed first order kinetics.
The bond energy may be derived thermochemically from that 
of toluene in a manner analogous with that used for ethyl 
benzene.
D(PhOHg-I) = Qf(I) - Qf(PhOHg-I) + D{PhGHg-H)
+ qf (PhOfl^ -H) -Qf(E)
Now, qf(I) * 25.5 kcal (76)
Qf(PhOHg-I) = 26.4 + 3 kcal (81) 
and substituting these data in the equation, D(PhCHg-I) »
36.5 + 4 kcal. This result is confirmed by the electron 
impact figure of X36.9 kcal. (Lossingdata suggest about 
34 kcal.) In a recent paper,(82) Graham Niohol,and Ubbelohde 
suggest a higher figure of 48 kcal based on their own 
determination of qf(PhG%-I) « 18.8 kcal. It is difficult to 
assess the relative merits of the two sets of thermochemical 
data directly, but the electron impact results of both 
Lossing and the author are in favour of the earlier figure 
for the heat of formation of benzyl iodide. Hence it will 
be assumed that
Of (PhGEg-I) m 26.4 + 2 kcal
andD(PhGHg-I) - 36.6 +  ^koal.
D(PhGHg-Gl)
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The décomposition of benzyl chloride has been studied by 
Szwarc & ,Taylor (83) who applied the toluene carrier gas 
technique, and obtained a rate equation whose A factor was 
rather high (10^^*^ seo**^ ), and for which the corresponding 
energy of activation was 68 kcal* As in the case of benzyl 
iodide, the bond energy may be deduced thermo chemi call y from 
the toluene data?
B(PhGHg-Gl) « Qf(Gl) - Qf (PhaHg^Cl) + P(PhOHg-Ol)
+ qf(phGHg-H) - Qjf(H)
Now, Qf(Ol) * 29.0 kcal (76)
%T(PhGH -01) « 5.2
(The heat of formation of benzyl chloride is calculated by 
(69) on the basis of the constant difference Qf(benzyl»^X)
-Of (allyl-X) from data found in (84)). Substitution of these 
figures in the equation shows that D(PhGHg-Ol) # 61 kcal.
This is well supported by direct electron impact data which 
give a figure of < 62.7 kcal. Similar data by Lossing give
60 kcal. for the. bond energy. It vdll be necessary for an
accurate evaluation of the heat of formation to be made before 
a reliable figure for the bond energy can be deduced, but it 
seems reasonable on the evidence quoted here, to say that
D(PhGHg-Ol) = 6 2 + 3  kcal
D(PhOH^-Ph)/
• 9 4 ’
D (PhOHg-Ph)
ïnnization processes involving the formation of both 
phenyl and benzyl ions
PhCHg-Ph ^ PÎ1GH3 4- Pli + e
Ph,CI-Ig-PIi Ph 4- PhCHg 4-e
were studied with a view to estimating both the 0-0 bond 
energy, and the ionisation potential of the phenyl radical, 
by the successive solution of the two equations:
D(PhCHg-Ph) - A(PhOHg) l(PhOHg)
I(Ph) m A(Ph*') - A (PhCHg) 4- I (PhCHg). - E 
The mean of this value fori (Ph) and the figure obtained from 
a study of the process Phi — ph*" f X, for vfhioh the bond 
energy is knovm accurately by kinetic measurements (72), was 
then to be used tô calculate the Ph-H bond energy in benzene, 
by combining it with electron, impaob data for the process 
Ph-H Phtf H in which case D(Ph-H) = A(Ph’*') - I(Ph),
Unfortunately, the electron impact data on diphenyl methane 
give upper limits for. the benzyl-phenyl bond far too high to 
warrant discussion.
A value for the bond energy can be calculated in terms 
of the toluene bond strength, as before:
D(PhOI%-Ph) « Qf(Ph) - Qf(PhCHg-Ph) + qf(PhOHg-H) + B(PhC%-H)
- qr(H)
Now,/
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Now, qf (Ph) = 70 kcal (86)
Qf(PhOHg-Ph) « S3.2 koal (85)
. %  B(PhGHg-Ph) = 74.4 kcal
I(Ph)
No direct dextermination of the dissociation energy of the 
Ph-H bond in benzene has been made, although a number of 
estimates suggested 101-103 kcal as a likely figure. This 
has been confirmed by the recent experiments of Ladacki & SOTaro 
who calculate 101.4 kcal.(87). It is therefore justifiable 
to combine this quantity with the appearance potential of 
the phenyl ion from benzene, and to derive a vhlue for the 
ionization potential of the.phenyl radical: 
l(Ph) " A(pli*')p^ _g - D(Ph-H)
— 14.1 — 4.4 qT.
« 9.7 eV,
This is in.good agreement with the figure of 9,9 eV obtained 
by Handel (30) on the basis of electron impact wotk on ethyl 
benzene.
Gonelusion,
Owing to the complexity of the ionization process in the 
case of aromatic molecules, it appears that the results of 
electron impact experiments are less valuable than those arising 
from thermal .data, at any rate in the absence of the refinements 
which/
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which permit the accurate, measurement of kinetic energy, and 
the unmasking of fine structure,, by the elimination of the 
effeSts of thermal energy spread. In spite of these 
limitations, even simple electron impact experiments may 
enable a decision to be made between rival values for a bond 
energy. The confirmed value mayt‘i;hen be used to calculate 
other bond energies by means of suitable thermochemical cycles, 
some of which may be cross checked by direct H.I. data.
For this reason, the accuracies of the derived bond energy 
terms are usually those associated with the thermochemical 
data employed, although in oases where good support is 
provided by direct E.I. cross checks, they may be improved 
somev/hat*
PART 6.
THE lOMIZATION POT»IAL OF Till BlIBYL EADIOAL
‘98-
INTRODUCTION
It was explained in part that the derivation of bond 
energies from electron impact data by the direct method 
involves a measurement of the ionisation potential of the 
radical formed in the fissile step, and it v;as suggested that 
the experimental difficulties involved in such an experiment 
were so great that this energy term was usually calculated 
by indirect methods,.
Prior to the experiment about to be described, the direct 
measurement of the ionization potential of a radical by 
electron impact had been accomplished by two research teams.
In 1943 Stevenson and Hippie reported values for I(OE;^ ) and 
I(:OgI%), the radicals having been produced by injecting the 
appropriate lead alkyl into the mass spectrometer, and 
decomposing it on the wall of a small furnace (68). Later 
I(OHg) was determined by the same method. (89). The only 
other contribution to this field was a paper by Lossing 
describing a reactor by means of which he was able to re­
determine l{OHg) and also obtain values for the ionisation 
potentials of the allyl and benzyl radicals. (Bl)
In view of the importance of the last of these quantities 
in an investigation of the general problem of bond energies 
among aromatic compounds, it was felt desirable to repeat the 
d et erminati on/
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determination, and t3iereby confirm or refute the figure of
7.75 eV quoted in his paper.
More recently, further papers have appeared, one of 
them (90) describing the measurement of 1(00X3 ) and 1(0^3), 
and others giving a value for I(HOg)., (91) and l(OH) (98).
APPARATUS.
The original intention had been to produce benzyl radicals 
by the pyrolysis of dibenzyl in the reactor which is described 
in the next section, but'owing to a delay in its construction, 
a simpler system was devised. The method resembled that used 
by Stevenson and Hippie (21) mentioned above, and details 
of the unit are included in the diagram of the source in 
Pig. 5.
The usual inlet pipe to the ion box was replaced by a 
quartz tube 0 vnrapped with a coil of tungsten wire Vf. In 
order to increase the efficiency of the furnace,; it was 
surrounded by a radiation shield consisting of a polished 
copper tube Originally, ni chrome wire had been employed
for the winding, but at the temperature necessary to produce 
the radicals, enough nickel was vapourised to short the coils 
of the heater itself, and to break down the insulation of the 
ion gun.. Rough temperature measurement was achieved by the 
insertion/
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insertion of a themooouplo (not shown) in the gas stream in 
the centre of the heated region.
It did not prove possible to observe benzyl radicals 
using.dibenzyl as a source, since the temperature required 
to rupture the bond was high enough to cause breakdown of 
the glass insulators in the ionization chamber. Eovmvei\ the 
substitution of the less stable benzyl iodide reduced the 
wattage needed in the heater coil, and radicals were produced 
in abundance. The furnace temperature was held fairly 
constant by taking .power supplies from a variac, backed by 
a constant voltage transformer, and high enough to cause 
total decorjiposition of the iodide; in this way small 
fluctuations in temperature did not affect the yield of 
radicals.
The associated gas handling system on the high pressure 
side of the inlet leak, was identical with that employed for 
the measurement of the appearance potential of the benzyl 
radical ion from benzyl iodide, including twin metrosil leaks, 
the partial pressure of the compound being controlled by a 
vapour jacket as described previously.
R.ESULTS
Seven measurements of the ionization potential of the 
benzyl radical were made, and in view of the large difference 
between/
between its value, and that of the itoization potential of 
argon, benzene was introduoed as a seconclary standard* The 
following results were obtained:-
Experiment l(Ph-H) -I(Ph-OEg)
51 1.46 eV
58 1.44
53 2b.46
64 1.46
55 1.50
56 1,46
57 1.45
mean value 1.46 eV
The value ascribed to l(Ph-H) is 9.58 oV on the basis 
of the experiments described in Part 5, and which is in agreement 
with other reliable values which have appeared in the 
literature. From this assumption it follows that
I(Ph-OHg) - BéOg BY 
The only independent estimates have been made by Lossing 
et al (21) (61) who give values of 7.73 and 7.81, with a 
weighted mean of 7.76 eV. In view of the practical 
diffiouitiQS associated with the experiments, the difference 
between the two values is not large. It is interesting to 
note that a recent theoretical computation of the ionization 
potential/
1^08.
potential of benzyl as 7.98 eV# has appear eel since this work 
was completed (95). The implications of this determination 
of I(PhW.OHg;) have been discussed already in Part 5.
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PART 7,
DEVELOPiîfflT OF TUB MASS SPBOTROMBTHÎ POE THE 
STUDY OP THE MECHAWISfl OP PYROLYTCO REACTIONS,
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ÜTOOBÜCTXQH
Many of the papers jiublished during the last two decades 
dealing with the mechanism of homogeneous reactions in the gas 
phase have served to emphasize the important role played by 
free radicals in such systems. This interpretation of the 
evidence has been gained laboriously by inductive reasoning, 
since the properties of those radicals do not lend themselves 
to direct investigation. Their short half lives preclude 
any method involving collection and examination in bulk, and 
in general their U.V. absorption spectra are not amenable 
to quantitative estimation. The electronic configuration 
of free radicals with one unpaired electron might suggest 
electron spin resonance as a method of detection and meafitire- 
ment, but although it has proved possible to design a cavity 
suitable for incorporation in a flow system, the signal 
strength is difficult to interpret in terms of concentration, 
as the relation is not Mlinear one.
The limitation posed by their short life under normal 
conditions.of temperature and pressure, could be surmounted 
if the reaction were * frozen^ in some way. If at some time 
during the course of the react ion a portion of the mixtui'e 
is abstracted suddenly into a region of low pressure, the 
collision frequency will decrease concurrently, thus effectively 
stopping/
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stopping the reaction at time t. If now this ^frozen^ 
sample is examined by a detector of sufficiently high 
sensitivity in a time significantly less than that of the 
new half life of the reactant, even free radicals may he 
examined with relative eaBo, Its high sensitivity under 
conditions of high vacuum renders the mass Spectrometer 
particularly suitable for this purpose. The first successful 
application of the instrument in this way was described by 
Eltenton (94) (95)* His apparatus consisted of a reactor 
furnace situated above the ionization chamber of his mass 
spectrometer, the inlet leak comprising a small hole punched 
in a sheet of gold foil. He reported the presence of methyl 
radicals in the decomposition products of methane, ethane, 
dimethyl ether i and lead tetra^kmethyl; methylene in the 
decomposition of diazomethane, while ethyl and propyl radicals 
resulted from the reaction between methyl radicals and ethane 
and propylene respectively. . The results of his experiments 
v/ith low pressure flames suggested the existence of HOg in 
propane-oxygen flames and CHO in methanet-oxygen systems.
This work has been followed by Lossing and his collaborators 
at the National Research Gounoil Laboratories in Ottawa, who 
have,studied the formation of a variety of radicals by this 
means. (96) (97) (99). By an ingenkoua development of this 
technique, these workers were able to make a direct assessment 
of/
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of the rate of reoomhination of methyl radicals. For a given 
geometry of a reactor furnace, the inlet leak, Baxaples the 
products at a time t after leaving the hot zone, where t is 
determined by the rate of flow of carrier gas. Conversely, 
for constant flow of carrier gas { and reactant), t is 
dependent on the geometry of the system, so that if it is 
possible to increase the distance between the hot zone and 
the leak by making the furnace element retractable, the rate 
of disappearance of the radical with time may be measured. 
Details of this work may be found in (99).
By a method similar to that of Eltenton, Foner and 
Hudson have carried out a search for the HOg radical in • 
flames (100) (101).
One or two instances are on record of decompositions 
being induced after the substance has entered the high vacuum 
system of the mass spectrometer.. The work of Hippie and 
Stevenson (88) has been mentioned already in Part 6^while more 
recentljj Robertson has studied the decomposition of a ntmiber 
of hydrocarbons on a hot wire (108) * He has developed the 
method to study a number of simple hydroxyl!c compounds.
(103) (104).
PROPOSM) . INVESTIGATION
It was intended originally that a number of reactions 
involving/
FIGURE 21
Fig.. 21.
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Diagram of the reactor furnace described in Part 7 
used for the study of reaction mechanisms.
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involving benzyl radicals should be investigated by this 
method. In particular, the thermal decomposition of mercury 
dibenzyl, and the rate of the subsequent dimérisation of 
the resultant benzyl radicals, The preparation and properties 
of this compound v/ere studied by Calvert, (108) who showed 
that unfortunately it was not possible to get a sufficient 
quantity into the vapour phase for the investigation, due 
to its low vapour pressure and temperature sensitivity.
This part og the work had therefore to be abandoned. Time 
did not permit more than a brief application of this technique, 
but the results obtained in the case of the thermal 
decomposition of benzyl iodide, serve to illustrate some of 
its potentialities for the elucidation of reaction mechanisms,
THE REACTOR FTOIniAGE
This unit was designed to replace the uppermost iiiconel 
flange of the mass spectrometer supporting the normal inlet 
line, and its main features can be seen by reference to 
Figs, SI & SS. Gas enters the hot zone along a quartz tube 
(a) fitted with a thermocouple well(B), After reaction the 
products are swept past the inlet leak (0) and are pumped 
away along the outside of the furnace, Tlie ohter body of 
the reactot (D) is composed of inoonel tubing fitted with 
a water jacket (E). Heat is supplied by a solenoid wound
from/
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from ni chromo tape (F) on a former of silica tubing (G),
The coils are prevented from sagging clue to thermal expansion 
at high temperatures, by a series of minute blobs of silica 
produced by touching the surface with a silica rod in a 
hydrogen flame# An inconel sleeve (H) is interposed between 
the former and the furnace wall in order to achieve a more 
even temperature profile. By means of rods (m m M  attached 
to this metal heat spreader, the furnace may be raised or 
lowered at will from the outside of the apparatus. The 
central quartz reactor is held along the axis of the assembly 
by means of a locating ring, constructed from nickel foil, 
surrounding its lower end. The seal between the two units 
is made by a rubber  ^0* ring (K) protected from excessive 
heating by a water cooled copper block (L). The nichrome 
tape leading down to the solenoid is covered by ceramic 
insulators.
Two kinds of leak (0) were investigated, bearing in mind 
the necessity for withstanding temperatures approaching lOOO'^ O, 
Initially, an attempt was made to simulate the quartz thimble 
described by Lossing (96) but efforts to produce holes in a 
controlled manner by means of a high frequency discharge proved 
unsuccessful. As an alternative, pieces of gold foil 0,001 in, 
thick were silver soldered to the upper ends of short cylingers 
of Hilo K' tube. After brazing, the foil lyas supported on 
the/--
FIGURE 22
Fig. 22.
The reactor furnace dismantled.
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the flat end of a centre punch covered with a single layer of
tissue paper to act as a pad; a hole was then punched in the
foil with the aid of a suitably sharp pointed needle. Tills 
was made by stroking the end of a heated tungsten rod vdth a 
stick of sodium nitrite. In this way holes of 0,001-8 in,
diameter could be produced with ease. The leak was then fixed
into position by soft soldering the other end of the Hilo K tube 
to a silver disc (H) with high melting point soft soldor 
(9bfo lead), the whole unit then being sealed into the bottom 
of the outer case of the reactor by eutectic solder. Owing 
to the stringent vacuum conditions required in some parts of 
the apparatus,, a carefully devised sequence of operations was 
necessary for the construction,■each one being followed by an 
appropriate leak test. Fig, shows the essential components 
of the reactor,
ASSOCIATED FLOW SYSTB^,
Details of this part of the apparatus are shown in Fig, S3, 
The substance under examination was swept tiirough the reactor 
by means of a carrier gas operating in a closed loop. Argon 
was employed for this purpose and was circulated by a merciu*y 
pump (S), traces of mercury vapour being removed by a cold 
trap (T) and demister (XJ)-,,
The substance waS injected into the gas stream in the 
saturator/
FIGURE 23
Fig.. 23.
V V
w
Complete gas handling system, including, that used during 
measurements of appearance potentials, and the flow 
system employed for the decomposition of benzyl iodide.
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saturator whloli oonsistecl of two parts* In tiio first 
section (V) which v;as imerseû in a bath some 10° higher than 
the temperature of that surrounding the second part (W), an 
excess of material was taken up into the vapour phase*
Passage through the cooler chamber allowed equilibration to 
be achieved, corresponding to the saturation vapour pressure 
at the lower temperature*
The gas handling system was connected to the reactor 
by a silica to pyrex seal (X) and a metal to glass seal (if)* 
Two stainless steel bellovm ( )  offered protection against 
shook, the former being interposed in the glass line with 
the aid of two metal to glass seals (Yj * Any condensible 
products are removed from the effluent gas by the cold trap 
(B) and the carrier gas is them returned to the circulating 
pump through the capillary tubes (D, D' ), the rate of flow 
being indicated by the pressure drop across the appropriate 
capillary, as measured by the twin McLeod gauges (L, L^)*
Since the rate of many reactions is modified by the presence 
of traces of oxygen, a sodium trap (0) was Incorporated, 
through which the carrier gas might be circulated prior to 
the experiment.
The vacuum tiglitness of the apparatus was checked by a 
high sensitivity McLeod gauge (N), pumping being provided 
by a rotary oil pump (R), mercury diffusion pump (Q), and 
cold/
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cold trap (p)* All taps and joints were coated with a 
rubber-based high vacuum grease, except those coming into 
contact with the compound under study. These were treated 
with the minimum quantity of a silicone preparation.
THE DSCMPQSITIOH OIF BlilHZYb IODIDE.
Pure benzyl iodide was placed in the first half of 
the saturator, and degassed by alternate heating and cooling 
(COg/acetone) the latter operation being accompanied by 
prolonged pimping,. The benzyl, iodide was-finally frozen 
down, while argon at 0.75 mm was circulated over hot sodium 
for one hour. The sodium trap was isolated from the rest 
of the apparatus ^ and baths at 20° and 10*5°G were placed 
round the two sections of the saturator.
The first experiment, was to Search for the appearance 
of benZyl radicals in the decomposition products, as the 
temperature of the reactor^ through whi oh the benzyl iodide 
was flowing, increased. In Patts 5 &. 6 the values 8.05 eV, 
9*65 eV, and 10.0 eV. have been shown to represent the . 
ionization potential of the benzyl radical, and the appearance 
potentials of the benzyl ion from benzyl iodide and dibenzyl 
respectively. It follows, that if the electron accelerating 
energy is held at a value intermediate between the last two 
figures, the contribution to the ion current at mass 91 from 
benzyl/
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Results obtained in.the experiments on 
the. decomposition of benzyl iodide.
benzyl iodide will be small but observable, while that from 
dibenzyl will have vanished* On the other hand the instrument 
Will possess a high sensitivity towards benzyl radicals.
Power was supplied to the furnace heater from a variac 
fed by a constant voltage transformer, and .the temperature 
of the hot zone was recorded with the aid of a chromel^ 
aluniel t|iermocouple* Fig* 84 shows the variation in the 
size of the beam at mass 91 as a function of furnace 
temperature* The fall in ion current which occurs as the 
temperature rises, shows that increasing decomposition of 
the benzyl iodide is taking place, but that some mechanism 
is preventing any benzyl radicals formed in the process, 
from reaching the leak* Above 680^0* the size of the 91 
peak begins to increase again* It was,assumed that the 
results could bo explained by an initial decomposition 
l?hOH^ -"I PhCïîg I, followed by a dimérisation of the 
resultant benzyl radicals*
In order to verify this, the mass spectrometer was tuned
jto mass 188 (the parent ion of dibenzyl), and the experiment 
repeated over the same temperature range. . Further reference 
to Fig 84 shows that there is a close correlation between the 
increase of dibenzyl and the disappearance of benzyl iodide* 
Furthermore., above .600^ 0* the dibenzyl itself begins to 
decompose, and this explains the increase of the 91 peak at 
higher temperatures, already noted, since the percentage 
decrease/
decrease and inor ease of the two peaks over. the temperature 
range 600*^ 7^00^ 0* are in agreement*
Çhe failure to observe benzyl radicals was due simply to 
inadequate pumping speed through the. reactor, and although 
attempts were made to increase it, the>speed was still 
insufficient for the purpose* Unfortunately time was not 
available to effect the necessary, alterations to remedy this 
defect*
EH1BMC3ÎB & BIHLIOG-BlPHr.
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